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A BSTRACT

The purpose of the study was to examine differences in
comprehension scores and recall of expository text by
developmental college readers following m an ip ulation of
traditional and technological factors affecting use of
mobilized prior knowledge.

This research differed from

previous research in three ways.

F i r s t « it endeavored to

determine if a vi sible link betwe en old and new knowledge
would enhance comprehension and r e c a l l .
traditional

S e c o n d , it compared

(verbal statements) and technological

(computer-mediated) methods of linking prior knowledge and
new information.

Third,

it featured the use of individual

brainstorming as a means of mobilizing schemata.
The literature review focused on theory and research
concerning schema theory and expository text comprehension
in developmental college readers.

Specifically,

relevant fields of research were reviewed!
theory and research,
knowledge,

and

three

(a) schema

(b) methods of interfacing old and new

(c) developmental college readers.

A pilot study was conducted to evaluate the
effectiveness of the planned instruments, materials,
computer program,

and procedures.

For the research study,

subjects consisted of developmental college readers selectee!
on the basis of prior knowledge pretest scores.

A

p retest-posttest control group design was utilized in the
research study.

Three treatment groups and one control
vii

g r ou p were used with treatments randomly assigned to
groups.

Experimental treatments featured combinations of

computer-mediated

(highlighted)

text and/or verbal

statements in conjunction with b r a i n B t o r m i n g .
measures#

Two posttest

a free recall instrument and a multiple-choice

test# were administered.
Planned comparisons following an analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) were used to test the hypotheses.

The prior

knowledge pretest score was the covariate.

No statistically

significant differences existed in comprehension scores and
recall following manipulation of traditional and
technological factors affecting use of mobilized prior
knowledge.
Problems in the creation of instruments#
materials,

choice of

and development of the computer program may have

contributed to the lack of significant findings.

These

problems could b e solved through modifications in
methodology.

Additional research with revised materials#

instruments#

and procedures would be required to determine

if differences in comprehension could b e achieved through
m anip ul at i on of traditional and technological factors
affecting the use of mobilized knowledge.

viil

CHAPTEF I

Introduction to the Problem

The term "tabula rasa" describes the mind as a
hypothetically blank or empty state which exists prior to
the reception of outside i m p r e s s i o n s .

At first#

these

impressions take the form of direct experience; but, as the
min d develops# vicarious learning also contributes to the
w hole of what is known.

Initially# an individual utilizes

knowledge when directed to do so# but as development
continues#

the individual begins to U B e that knowledge

independently.

Whereas the parent may verbally direct a

young child to recall what happened the last time the child
touched a hot object# an older child who experienced a burn
as a result of touching a hot object uses independent recall
of that event to prevent burns in similar situations.

These

experiences and their use form the basis of learning and
cognition.
Independent and directed recall of prior experiences
continue as the child enters school.

Written materials for

early readers focus on topics familiar to c h i l d r e n .

Such

topics provide students with opportunities to relate what
they know to the text when directed by the teacher to do so
or independently.

By providing background information#

asking questions which focus attention and require various
levels of understanding,

directing selected rereading,
1

and

2
leading discussions,

the teacher endeavors to construct

links between prior experience and new i n f o r m a t i o n .

Such

links form networks of prior knowledge which can be used in
future reading and learning.

Thus,

comprehension occurs

when the reader interacts with the text and constructs,
rather than extracts, meaning

(Beck,

1981).

It would seem that as students' prior knowledge and
reading abilities increase during high school years,
teachers would reinforce independent learning strategies and
gradually relinquish control of reading and studying
processes.

Lee (1984), however,

suggested that high school

teachers often retain the responsibility for learning by
reinforcing text information in lectures*

The retention of

responsibility on the part of the teacher tends to reinforce
dependency on the part of the students.

Thus, as a group,

high school fail to develop effective independent learning
strategies because ma ny courses require only rote
memorization and the completion of review activities
(Simpson,

1983).

At post-secondary levels, professors often see the
responsibility for learning from text as belonging to the
learner and do not always include such information in class
lectures.

As a result, they generally assume that by the

time a student reaches the college level, that student has
acquired a certain amount of prior knowledge and the abi lity
to mobilize and use it for reading and study (Simpson,
1983).

Developmental college readers, however,

often lack

these abilities

(Drabin-Parentio & Maloney,

Wepner, & Willging,

1982; Feeley,

1985) and lack the skills to acquire

these abilities independently (Roueche & Pitman,

1972).

The

focus of this study is to examine the factors affecting the
ability of developmental college readers to mobilize and use
prior knowledge to understand text.
The problem being addressed by this study is to compare
the effects of traditional and technological means of
interfacing,

or linking, prior knowledge and text

information and their influence on the comprehension and
recall of developmental college readers.

Identifying a

superior means of linking old and new information in
developmental students enables such readers to unlock and
utilize prior knowledge they possess.
The literature review focuses on the overlap of three
relevant fields of research!

(a) schema theory and research,

(b) methods of interfacing old and new knowledge,

and

(c)

developmental college readers.

Major Areas of Schema Research

A schema consists of a me nt al ly organized structure
formed from the synthesis of an individual's knowledge and
experience.

Such cognitive structures,

or s chemata, contain

what the individual knows about a concept.

Each schema

possesses the capacity to specify relations for similar
events with differing details.

This is because the schema

4
consists of prototypical or generic variables for a concept.
Thus, when specific information is missing,

the schema

enables the individual to fill in stereotypical details
which fit.

In addition,

schemata

which facilitate interpretation,

link to form networks
organization,

related information (Anderson & Pearson,
198?; Rumelhart & Ortony,
functions.

1977).

Thus,

and recall of

1984; Rumelhart,
schemata serve two

They exist as organized structures,

and they are

used to actively process and control information.
Comprehension occurs when the reader forms an
interpretation of the text through the use of given
information and prior knowledge retrieved from the schema.
This takes place through the establishment of a mental set
for new information

(accretion), or the modification of an

existing mental set in order to as similate that new
information

(tuning or restructuring)

1984; Rumelhart & Norman,

1978).

(Anderson & Pearson,

Inaccurate,

incomplete,

or

missing elements in prior knowledge impair understanding
(Holmes,

1983).

In terms of learning from text,

four major

areas of relevant research related to schema theory have
been identified:
schemata,

(a)

existence and use of pre-existing

(b) in c o m p 3ete or inactive schemata,

knowledge interference,
mobilization.

and

(c) prior

(d) schemata delivery and

An explanation of each follows *

Past research in existence and use of schemata has
shown that the context of specific perspectives,
backgrounds,

cultural

or employment status affects the organization

5
and recall of i n f o r m a t i o n .
Bartlett

This effect,

first noted by

(1932), h as been observed in numerous other studies

(e.g., Anderson,
1976; Goetz,
Anderson,

Reynolds,

Schallert,

1977;

Schallert,

Reynolds,

Steffensen,

& Goetz,

& Radin,

Joag-Dev,

1977; Bower,

1963;

& Anderson,

Pichert &
1979)•

The second line of research concerns effects of
incomplete or inactive schemata.

Because comprehension

involves an interaction between old knowledge and new
information,

readers who are unable to access information

are at a disadvantage

(Holmes,

1963).

College students who

are poor readers often fail to activate and use prior
knowledge despite direct,
topics (Feeley & Wepner,
1985).

intentional exposure to related
1985;

Feeley, Kepner, & Willging,

Spiro (1977) observed that,

with conventional discourse,

in educational settings

students tend to keep discourse

isolated from prior knowledge.

They "treat most school

material as unrelated to everything outside of school"

(p.

162) and usually fail to use the learning material to update
prior knowledge.
Prior knowledge interference forms a third concern in
schema research.

Although comprehension generally occurs

when a mental set is modified to assimilate new information,
comprehension difficulties may result from inaccuracies in
old knowledge or contradictions between new information and
old knowledge.

More prior knowledge often seems to equate

with mo re u n d e r s t a n d i n g .

R e s e a r c h , however,

indicates

subjects ma y let prior knowledge override new conflicting

6
text information (Alvermann,
Lipson,

1983).

Moreover,

Smith, & Readence,

some readers acquire totally new

information more easily than they update old,
knowledge

(Lipson,

1985;

inaccurate

1982).

Deficits in prior knowledge or in the ability to

u b c

that knowledge also affect a reader's ability to comprehend
what is r e a d .

Thus, a fourth line of schema research

examines the effects of delivery (e.g.,
Stevens,

Crafton,

1983;

1982) and mobilization of information.

Mobilization differs from the use of delivery of background
information becausei

(a) additional information is not

provided although recall is stimulated,

and

(b) once

learned, mob il iz at io n can be used independently b y the
reader.

Langer's

(Zakuluk,

(1981;

1984) PReP and word associations

Samuels, & Taylor,

mobilization strategies,

1986) can b e used to model

and thus,

teach readers to become

m o r e independent in their use of schemata during reading.

Methods of Interfacing Old and N e w Knowledge

Schemata a r e both passive structures which hold and
organize information and active procedures which process
information

(Rumelhart,

comprehend,

schemata must not only exist but also be

mobilized and used.

1980).

However,

Thus,

in order to

the inexperienced or poor

reader m a y lack or be unable to determine which schemata
need to be mobilized or ho w to relate old information to ne*

7
information.

As a result,

possession,

mobilization,

and use

of schemata often differentiate between fluent and
not-eo-fluent readers.

Fluent adult readers use their

schemata to guide their reading; however,

not-so-fluent

adult readers fail to use them

1981).

(Marshall,

their importance to understanding,

Because of

various methods of

focusing on the relationship between old and new knowledge
have been investigated*

For the purposes of this study,

these m et hods will be divided into two c a t e g o r i e s * (a)
traditional methods and

(b) technological m e t h o d s .

Oral or written verbal statements comprise the most
traditional and typical communication to the learner during
instructional events

(Gagne & Briggs,

1979).

Although

verbal statements can be used in a variety of instructional
events,

in this study they are used to*

learner's attention on schemata,
objectives,

and

(a) focus the

(b) inform the learner of

(c) stimulate recall of previous learning.

Although computers can be used to accomplish the same
functions as verbal or written statements,

the use of

computer technology has the potential to influence
attention,

purpose-setting, and recall by manipulating print

in ways not possible in conventional text

(Reinking &

Schreiner,

(1985)

1985).

Reinking and Schreiner

summarized

the advantages of using computer-mediated text with the
following points*

(a) it allows for text manipulations not

previously possible in traditional

formats;

stimulates mo re active reader processing;

(b) it

(c) it allows for

£

the regulation of text presentation; and,

(d) it provides a

unique measure of reading and study behavior.
to traditional teacher-directed methods,

In comparison

computer-assisted

instruction is both efficient and effective (Deignan &
Duncan,

1978; Edwards, Norton,

1975; Jamison,
1980; Thomas,

Suppes,

Taylor, Weiss, & Dusseldorp,

& Wells,

1974;

Kulik, Kulik & Cohen,

1979).

Developmental College Readers

Developmental,

or remedial,

coursework is not a new

phenomenon at the post-secondary level
& Snow,

1978).

(Cross,

1976; Roueche

Declines in standardized test scores (Muehl,

1982) reflect changes in coursework taken b y high school
Btudents

(Francis,

1987).

Many of today's high school

graduates are unable

to read well enough to understand text

material required in

today's colleges and universities

(Roueche,

Roueche 6 Arnes, 1980; Stephens &

Weaver,

1981-1982;

1985).

As a

result, more and m o r e institutions are

concerned about students who are poorly prepared for
post-secondary coursework and subsequently offer courses
designed to meet the needs of this population
Ribaudo, & Ryzewic,

(Lederman,

1985).

Although even well-prepared students lack knowledge of
their culture and civilization,
arts and letters

(Burhans,

religion and philosophy,

1984),

and

the prior knowledge of

developmental readers resembles that of foreign,

rather than

9
native,

students

(Drabin-Parentio & Maloney,

1982).

Not

only do developmental readers lack background knowledge,
they lack the problem-solving and study skills Which might
help them acquire such information

(Roueche & Pitman,

1972).

Because they have no way to get these skills, they ha ve no
way to acquire the background information they need for
learning success

(Drabin-Parentio & Maloney,

1982).

As a

result of this difficulty, m a n y developmental students
become non-verbal learners who ar e unable to profit from the
routine listening and reading found in post-secondary
coursework

(Hall,

1973; Roueche & Kirk,

1973).

Ra t i o n a 1e for th e St udy

As previously stated, this study examines the effects of
traditional and technological interfacing of schemata and
expository text on comprehension and recall in developmental
college readers.

Research indicates that reader and text

interact in the comprehension process and that schemata
facilitate understanding when activated and used.
c o n t r a s t , incomplete,

In

inactive, or inaccurate schemata

inhibit comprehension processes*

Delivery and mobilization

of schemata can improve comprehension in readers with
inadequate knowledge stores,
inactive s c h e m a t a .

inaccurate information,

or

Although these factors ha ve been

examined in various ways with various populations,

it is not

k nown if traditional and/or technological factors affect

It'

information which ha s been mobilized for comprehension and
recall with post-secondary developmental readers.
The present research differs from previous research
because#

first,

it seeks to determine if a visible link

between old and new knowledge enhances comprehension and
recall in developmental college readers# and#
endeavors to compare traditional
technological

second#

it

(verbal statements) and

{c o m p u t e r - m e d i a t e d ) methods of linking prior

knowledge and new information.

Kaufman#

Randlett# and Price

(1985) suggested that post-secondary poor readers have never
been taught to use the higher-order thinking and
problem-solving skills utilized by post-secondary good
readers and ask,

"How can students be taught to be aware of

and engage in thinking skills that cannot be modeled or even
explained directly?"

(p. 9).

They suggest that one answer

might be in helping students become more active learners
through creating an awareness of the process of mental
activity and helping students gain awareness of their own
knowledge.

This study uses combinations of verbal

statements and computer-mediated text to focus attention on
the relation between concepts identified in brainstorming
and the information to be presented in the target passage.
Externalizing this link between old knowledge and new
information may be important in helping developmental
college readers:

(a) mobilize the prior knowledge they have,

(b) relate that knowledge to new text# and

(c) resolve

conflicts be tween prior knowledge and new information.

11
The use of a reader*s personal knowledge structure 1 e
an i n d i v i d u a l , internal
reader; therefore,

factor which varies from reader to

the use of brainstorming, an

individualized technique similar to Langer's

(1981;

initial associations phase of PReP and Zakuluk,
Taylor's

1984)

Samuels,

&

(1986) word association task, will be used to

mobilize a r e a d e r ’s prior knowledge.

This use of

brainstorming constitutes the third difference between this
study and previous research.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to examine differences in
comprehension scores and recall of expository text by
developmental college readers following manipulation of
traditional and technological

factors affecting use of

mobilized prior knowledge.

More specifically,

combinations of traditional

(verbal statements) and

technological

(computer-mediated)

various

factors were used to focus

attention on the connection between what a reader knows and
new,

incoming information.

The computer-mediated text was

used because it provides a technological means of
externalizing the internal process of relating old to new
knowledge.

The verbal statements were used because they

represent a mo re traditional means of focusing attention on
the relation between prior knowledge and new information.
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Research Hypotheses

The pu rpose of this study was to test the following
hypotheses t
Hypothesis 1
H 1.1
The posttest scores of developmental college
readers
text

(DCR) who receive both computer-mediated

(highlighted) and verbal statements following

individual brainstorming

(HV) will be

significantly higher than scores of DCR who
receive only verbal statements following
individual brainstorming

(V).

H 1. 2
The posttest scores of developmental college
readers

(DCR) who receive only verbal statements

following individual brainstorming

(V) will be

significantly higher than scores of DCR who
receive neither computer-mediated text
(highlighted)

nor verbal statements following

brainstorming

(No H V ) .

H 1. 3
The posttest scores of developmental college
readers

(DCP.) who receive neither computer-

mediated text

(highlighted) nor verbal statements

following brainstorming

(No HV) will be

significantly higher than scores of DCR who

neither brainstorm individually nor receive
computer-mediated text
statements

(highlighted) or verbal

(Control).

Hypothesis 2
H 2.1
Hie free recall scores of developmental college
readers
text

(DCR) who receive both computer-mediated

(highlighted) and verbal statements following

individual brainstorming

(HV) will be

significantly higher than scores of DCR who
receive only verbal statements following
individual brainstorming

( V) •

H 2.2
The free recall scores of developmental college
readers

(DCP.) who receive only verbal statements

following individual brainstorming

(V) w’ill be

significantly higher than scores of DCR who
receive neither computer-mediated text
(highlighted)

nor verbal statements following

brainstorming

(Ho H V ) .

H 2.3
The free recall scores of developmental college
readers

(DCR) who receive neither computer-

mediated text

(highlighted) nor verbal

following brainstorming

statements

(No HV) will be

significantly higher than scores of DCR who
neither brainstorm individually nor receive
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computer-mediated text
atatements

(highlighted) or verbal

(Control).

Significance of the Problem

This study significantly impacts three areas of
educational researchi

(a) computer-mediated text#

developmental education#

and

(b)

(c) reading r e s e a r c h #

speci fica 11 y , schetna t h e o r y .
According to Pogrow (1985) the goal of learning should
b e to h e l p studentB construct associations between ideas
rather than simply memorize isolated bits of information.
Such a network of associations requires the reader to take
ideas#

reformulate them# and reorganize them.

Although

computers hav e become common phenomena in classrooms,
current programs fail to account for the realities of
learning.

They lackt

and the process#

(a) concrete links between the subject

(b) provision for practice, and

(c)

practical means of integrating computers into the
curriculum.

If this study indicates that computer-mediated

text can b e effectively used effectively mobilizes
background knowledge,
will be

then the gaps identified b y Pogrow

filled.

Post-secondary developmental

students comprise a

population who h a v e varied and m a n y academic deficiencies
which require immediate remediation in order for them to
succeed in college coursework

(Roueche,

1981-1982*

Roueche &
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Ames,

1980) .

If the results of the proposed study indicate

that mobilization of background knowledge provides an
effective and rapid means of improving comprehension and
recall of developmental readers,

then this method has

instructional implications for post-secondary reading
programs.
Johnston and Afflerbach

(1985)

found that poor

readers who lack the processing strategies demonstrated by
expert readers need a concrete me ans of relating what they
k n o w to what they need to r e a d .

The use of

computer-mediated text in this study was designed to make
the abstract process of schemata mobilization more concrete.
Identifying a superior means of mobilizing prior knowledge
for developmental students enables them to unlock and
utilize prior knowledge they possess.

If this use of

computer-mediated text produces significant differences in
comprehension and recall following a single exposure,

then

instructional training sequences could be developed which
would reinforce this process.

Although training sequences

w ould initially utilize computer-mediated text, activities
could be included to provide for the transfer of skills to
t ra d i t i o n s ? . print formats and natural reading situations.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study,

the following terms at

defined t
1.

b ra instorming— nn individualized technique similar to

Langer's

(1984) initial associations phase of PReP and

Zakuluk,

Samuels, & Taylor's (1986) word association task

used to mobilize a reader's prior knowledge.
2.

computer-mediated text— text which is m a nipulated by a

mi crocomputer

(Peinking & Schreiner,

means of influencing attention,
3.

1985); a technological

purpose-setting,

and recall

developmental readers— students reading between grade

levels 7.9 and 11.0 as measured b y the Nelson Denny Reading
Test

(Brown,

Bennett,

& Hanna,

1981) who are enrolled in

post-secondary developmental reading courses at Louisiana
State U n i v e r s i t y .
4.

Interfacing— linking prior knowledge to new information

5.

mo bi li z a t i o n — stimulation of recall which does not

involve an attempt to reinstate prior knowledge through
evaluation or additional introductory materials; involves
the generation of expectations concerning categories and
content
6.

(Peeck,

van den Bosch,

1982).

prior k n o w l e d g e — knowledge and experience a person

brings to a reading task
7.

fc Kreupeling,

schema

(pi.

(Langer,

1984).

s c he m a t a )— a generalized description,

or cognitive s t r u c t u r e ; a conceptual system for
understanding something

(Harris & Hodges,

1981).

plan,
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8•

verbal statementa— spoken commands used as a traditional

means of influencing attention,
(Gagne & Eriggs,

1979).

purpose-setting,

and recall.

CHAPTFK II
Review of the Literature

This chapter presents a rev ie w of the theory and
research

concerning schema theory and expository text

comprehension in developmental college readers.

The

categories of studies to be reviewed are as follows:
major areas of schema research,
old and new information, and

(a)

(b) methods of interfacing

(c) developmental college

readers.

Major Areas of Schema Research

Content schemata consist of mental structures formed
from the synthesis of an i n d i v i d u a l 1s knowledge and
experiences

(Bowman,

1981).

Individuals also share schemata

as the result of sharing common experiences and general
knowledge

(Mavrogenes,

1983).

Schemata serve as guides for

understanding and interpreting new events and for recalling
past events

(Taylor & Taylor,

1983).

Although the notion of

schema seems to have originated in Kant's (1781/1963)
philosophy of reasoning,

the credit for introducing the

concept to psychology as a means of representing knowledge
structures goes to Piaget

(1926),

(1938).

Subsequently,

(Miller,

Galanter, & Pribram,

Bartlett

(1932), and Kulf

schemata have been described as plans
1960),

ie

scripts (Schank &
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Abelson,

1977), plays,

(Rumelhart,

theories,

I960), and files

procedures, parsers

(Lee,

19B4).

Schema theory assumes the spoken or written text does
not in itself determine meaning but provides direction for
the retrieval or construction of meaning based on the
listener's or reader's prior knowledge.

In reading,

schema

theory endeavors to identify text and reader factors which
interact in the comprehension process
1979).

Such schemata are used tot

(Adams & Collins,

(a) chunk incoming

information and indicate when an event is complete (Tuiranan,
1980),

(b) establish a framework into which information car

be placed,

and

(c) assist in recall by facilitating memory

organization and search

(Tuinman,

1980).

The issue of h o w a reader's schemata, or prior
knowledge,

function in the process of interpreting and

integrating new information is important to the study of
comprehension (Anderson & Pearson,

1984).

Four m a jo r areas

of schemata relevant to text learning have been identified!
(a)

existence and use of pre-existing schemata,

incomplete or inactive schemata,
interference,

and

(b)

(c) prior knowledge

(d) schemata mobilization.

Effects of Schemata Existence and Use
Existing knowledge of a subject affects both amount and
organization of new learning
1932).

(Ausubel,

During initial interpretations,

the form of what is stored in memory.

1963} Bartlett,
schemata determine
In addition,

schemata
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reinterpret stored information when reconstructing original
meaning.

Consequently* what is recalled is not the exact

event, but the interpretation of the event or the
reconstruction of the interpretation based on a schemata
(Bartlett,

1932; Rumelhart,

1980).

Researchers often evaluate the use of pre-existing
schemata by asking subjects to assume specific perspectives
before reading or by utilizing situations in which the
subject's cultural background,

employment status,

or another

trait contributes to a particular bias

or attitude.

result,

about a topic in

the subject views new messages

context of what is already known about the topic
Pichert, & Shirey,

a
the

(Anderson,

1983).

The effect of schemata access and
b y Bartlett

As

(1932).

In this study,

North American folk tale; however,

use was first noted

British subjects read a
in recalling the story,

subjects placed details into a m o r e English-like framework.
Sulin and Dooling
Christiaansen

(1974), and later Dooling and

(1977),

observed the same effect for college

students reading a passage about famous as compared with
fictitious people;

subjects m a d e mor e inferences when they

possessed prior knowledge for the topic of the passage.
However, when topics were labeled after reading a
generalized biography

(Royer,

Perkins, & Konold,

significant differences were found.

Royer,

1978),

Perkins, and

Konold theorized that when topics were labeled before
reading,

subjects integrated information into a

no
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previously-developed schema; however, when passage topics
were labeled after reading, passage information was not
assimilated into a schema, and hence, were less easily
learned.

Interpretation at the time of initial reading

differs for subjects with differing cultural backgrounds.
When S t e f f e n s e n , Joag-Dev, and Anderson

(1979) gave written

accounts of American and Indian weddings to American and
Indian subjects,

the

subjects spent less time reading and

recalled m o r e of wh at was,

for them,

the native passage.

That each group elaborated mo re and distorted less on their
native p as sage indicated each gr oup had a specific schema
which conflicted with new incoming information,

kelson

(1987) corroborated this effect in a study of Egyptian adu]t
readers.

Again,

readers recalled significantly more

information when reading passages which reflected their
native culture.
Pichert and Anderson

(1977)

found the recall of

subjects w h o assumed a specific persp ec ti ve prior to reading
reflected details important to that perspective.

In a

follow-up study using the same story with policemen,
estate trainees, and college students
Reynolds, & Hadin,

1983),

(Goetz,

real

Shallert,

subjects read from the perspective

of a burglar or a homebuyer,

or from no perspective.

Subjects spent m o r e time reading sentences containing
information relevant to the assigned perspective and on
sentences relevant to their profession.
influence perspective

(Bower,

1978),

Using hypnosis to

college students given

2?
post-hypnotic suggestions re-experienced very happy or sac
feelings when reading about characters with similar
feelings.

Ml

subjects identified with the character whose

mood matched their suggested mood and, in a delayed recall,
80% of them recalled m o r e facts about that character.
Similarly,

when subjects read an introductory passage

designed t o focus their attention on a specific character
prior to reading,

college students Identified with that

specific character; the reader assumed the perspective of
that character and viewed events in the text from that
perspective.
In order to determine if meaning results from an
interaction between text characteristics and the reader's
existing knowledge and analysis of content, Anderson,
Reynolds,

Schallert,

and Goetz

(1977) constructed ambiguous

passages about a wrestler/prisoner and a group of people
playing cards/music.
experience

They found prior knowledge and

(i.e., physical education major or m usic major)

affected the schema which was invoked and thus,
interpretation for the stories.

the

When questioned, most

subjects h a d failed to consider other interpretations.
Changes in understanding and memory also occur after a
story is read.

Anderson and Pichert

their boys-skipping-school passage,

(1978), again using
found that asking

subjects to shift perspectives facilitated recall of
previously unrecallable information.

This shift seemed to

act as a focusing agent which provided the m ec ha ni sm for

recall.

When researchers introduced the new perspective two

weekc after the first reading,
additional reading units
1963).

subjects still recalled

(Anderson,

Pichert, & Shirey,

In an extension of these studies,

Flanoner and Tauber

(1982) endeavored to determine if passage length affected
quality and quantity of information in recall by Swiss
college students.

Although recall

from the shifted

perspective was lower than the original perspective,

there

were no significant differences between delayed and
immediate recall.
These studies indicate that possession and use of a
schema provides a context for synthesizing,
recalling new information.
general information,

organizing,

With the passage of time,

rather than passage specifics,

organization and recall.

and

guides

In addition, motive and mood of

the reader, as well as identification with text characters,
affect interpretation and organization of events.

The

interaction of the text and the reader's existing schemata
also helps the reader construct meaning.

Finally,

viewing

text from different perspectives results in changes iri
understanding and memory after a story is read.
schemata act as powerful

In summary,

facilitators of comprehension when

mobilized and used by a reader.

Incomplete and Inactive Schemata
Prior knowledge facilitates a reader's comprehension
(Ausubel & Fitzgerald,

1961; Langer & Kicholich,

1981;
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Pearson,

Hansen,

& Gordon,

1979).

On the other hand,

the

effectB of incomplete or inactive schemata pose difficulties
for readers.
concrete,

Bransford and Johnson

(1972) constructed

imageable passages which cued no specific s c h e m a .

Subjects found the passages difficult to understand and
remembered little of them. These results indicated that lack
of a schema accounting for the relationships in the passage
contributed to a lack of understanding and recall.
Johnston
knowledge,

(1984) evaluated the effect of prior

or lack of prior knowledge,

scores in eighth-grade students.

on comprehension test

Evidence indicated that

prior knowledge affected comprehension,

thuB making prior

knowledge a factor in biasing test results.

Similarly,

college developmental students exposed to the same topics
found on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test achieved higher
scores than students not exposed to the topics
Wepner, & Willging,

1985).

However,

(Feeley,

direct and intentional

exposure to topics found on a state-developed reading
competency test representing general information and "shared
common knowledge"

(p. 4) had no significant effect on

posttest scores although subjects indicated they were more
aware of this knowledge (Feeley & Wepner,
Thus,

1985).

a high comprehension score indicates the reader

understands at the appropriate level and has a fund of
general knowledge from which to draw.

Two processes

contribute to the use of schemata in good readers.

First,

answers to post-reading questions m a y be stored in memory

before a passage 1 b read.

As a result# comprehension,

measured by question-answering ability,

as

comes from recall of

previously-known information rather than reasoning from new
information

(Tuinman,

1979).

A low comprehension score,

however, m ay be attributed to decoding problems,
comprehension problems,

deficits in prior knowledge,

difficulties in mobilizing prior knowledge.

or

In a study of

the effect of prior knowledge on the question answering of
good and poor fifth-grade readers.

Holmes

(1983)

found poor

readers differ from good readers because they have less
prior knowledge and/or they fail to relate existing
knowledge to the questions being asked.

In addition,

she

found that good readers organized prior knowledge into a
framework while poor readers often failed to use their
existing knowledge as frameworks for learning new
information and for correcting misinformation.

In addition,

she concluded that those readers who possessed information
but failed to mobilize it were at a disadvantage.
In a study of good readers in a regular freshmen
English class, poor readers, and non-English speaking
freshmen students

(Drabin-Farentio & Maloney,

1982),

subjects answered questions in geography, American history,
civics, and current events.

No significant differences

existed between scores of non-English speaking students and
poor readers; however,

scores in both groups differed

significantly from students in regular classes*
Drabin-Parentio and Maloney concluded that poor readers and

non-English speaking students did not possess the background
knowledge to read and do well in the courses that could give
them the b ac kground they needed.
b y Pearson and Gallagher

Similar studies reviewed

(19B3) indicated that the variance

in comprehension attributable to reading abilities is, in
part, a differertce in prior knowledge.

Consequently,

exposure to ar.d/or possession of information does not mean
subjects can mob il is e and use it when needed.
Lane

(1984) reviewed high school transcripts of 500

entering freshmen at a major state university to evaluate
effects of upgrading admission requirements.

The

percentages of students meeting these requirements were as
follows:
of math;

95% had four years of English;

84% had three years

72% had two years of appropriate academic

electives;

40% had three years of social science;

35% had

two years of foreign language (56% had one year of a foreign
l a n g u a g e ) ; and 19% had one year of computer science*

Lane

concluded that students were preparing for college success
by taking appropriate preparatory coursework.

in an

extension of L a n e 1s study (Atkinson & Longman,

1985}, the

same transcripts were evaluated in terms of college remedial
placements.

Almost hal f of these students

one or m o r e remedial courses.
coursework,

(46%) enrolled in

Of the students in remedial

approximately 59% met proposed math requirements

although 92% of them enrolled in remedial math.

Almost 92%

of the developmental students met the English requirements,
with 37% of this figure enrolled in remedial English.

The
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developmental g roup m eeting proposed requirements in other
areas were as follows: social studies— 32%; science— 16%;
and foreign language— 15% (although 23% h a d one year of a
foreign l a n g u a g e ) .

High school grade point averages were

not a factor in either study; therefore,

quality of

instruction or learning cannot be evaluated.

These studies

Indicated that by taking the prescribed coursework,
developmental students were presumably exposed to the
information which should hav e prepared them for college
success; however, missing or inactive background knowledge
resulted in remedial coursework placements.
In summary, poor readers lack information or fail to
mob il iz e information to form relations among the facte they
do possess*

Wilson and Anderson

(1S85) suggested poor

readers fail to realize that understanding a text is like
completing a jigsaw puzzle; text information must be used,
information must fit without forcing, all important slots
must contain information,
sense.

Therefore,

and the completed form must make

information requiring inferential

understanding to find relations between incomplete or
inactive schemata results in confusion,
processing,

slow learning ar.d

and faulty reasoning on the part of poor readers

(Anderson & Pearson,

1984).

Prior Knowledge Interference
Schemata development occurs m o s t frequently through
accretion; that is, new information is added to previous
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knowledge structures.

Such development assumes schemata

exist ready for the assimilation of new information;
however.

Biinpie addition of information is not always

appropriate.

Instead,

the new information.

existing schemata must be altered for
These changes consist of

restructuring, or creating new knowledge structures,

and

tuning, or updating existing information within schemata
(Rumelhart 6 Norman,

1978).

Prior knowledge interference

occurs when readers fail to restructure or tune schemata.
Thus,

comprehension difficulties often result from failures

t o resolve conflicts between existing information and new
knowledge rather than from a lack of prior knowledge.
Marshall and Glock

(1978-1979) reported patterns cf

recall between Ivy League and community college students
represented that of "truly fluent"
"not-so-fluent"

(p. 51) readers,

(p. 51) and

respectively.

They also

found that not-so-fluent readers m a d e use of prior knowledge
in understanding text information, but that this failed to
improve subsequent comprehension or r e c a l l .

Comprehension

improved only when the text supported what what already
known.

Similarly,

readers

(Berger,

in a study of fifth-grade good and poor

1978), posttest scores for good readers

indicated that they gained m or e information from text than
poor readers, whereas posttest scores for the poor readers
tended to reflect only prior knowledge.
Based on Bartlett's

(1932) research on the existence

and use of schemata, Woodworth

(1938) theorized that persons

noted the correction or exception of new information to
information in pre-existing schemata.
always the case.

However,

this is not

Khen a reader mobilizes isolated or

incorrect pieces of information or fails to mobilize all
relevant information,
vague,

ill-defined,

the resulting schema is incomplete,

or inaccurate

(Gordon & Eennie,

1986).

Young readers and adult poor readers are likely to hav e such
schemata containing fragmented information or mistaken
understandings.

Lipson

(1982) noted many studies conclude,

in terms of prior knowledge,

"more is better"

(p.

244); but,

prior knowledge m ay be inaccurate or incomplete for adequate
comprehension.
The explanation of many concepts in content subjects,
particularly the sciences, runs contrary to the way many
individuals perceive them.
misconceptions,

Many individuals retain these

even in the face of direct,

explicit

information which contradicts the mistaken notions
& Smith,

1984).

Lipson (1982)

(Anderson

found average and

below-average third-grade students acquired totally new
information m o r e easily than they modified old information
containing misconceptions.
above-average,

In an extension with

upper-elemr-'tary readers,

Lipson

(1984)

found

subjects tended to ignore text information which conflicted
with culturally-specific existing knowledge*
Gordon and Bennie (1986)

In c o n t r a s t ,

found reading and a combination of

reading, mapping, and discussion facilitated the

3P
restructuring and tuning of schemata in fifth-grade subjects
with m isconceptions on expository topics.
Hynd and Alvermann

(1966a) examined the role of

refutation text for developmental college readers with
m isconceptions in physics.

Although reading the refutation

text changed prior misconceptions,

results indicated that

mobilization of the misconceptions prior to reading failed
to affect subsequent learning.

In contrast, when conducting

a similar study with nondevelopmental readers
Alvermann,

(Hynd &

1966b), physics students who mobilized

misconceptions before reading failed to recall as many
important ideas as students who did not mobilize
misconceptions.

Thus,

in the second study,

reading the

refutation text had little effect on restructuring
misconceptions.

Hynd and Alvermann attributed differences

in results to differences between developmental and
nondevelopmental s t u d e n t s .
P e e c k , van den B o s c h , and Kreupeling

(1982) used

mobilization of relevant prior knowledge with Dutch
elementary school children.

Peeck et a l . presented subjects

with text which was incongruous with their existing prior
knowledge.

Results indicated subjects activating relevant

information recalled more of the embedded anomalous
information than non-activators.
Alvermann,

Smith, and Readence

In a follow-up study,

(1965) examined the effect of

prior knowledge activation on average sixth-grade r e a d e r s 1
comprehension of compatible and incompatible text.

Subjects
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who activated relevant prior knowledge which conflicted with
the text allowed prior knowledge to override new
information.
Although many studies conclude that the more
well-developed the s c h em at a, the better the understanding;
the results of this research indicated that inaccurate or
incomplete prior knowledge can conflict with new
information.

Therefore,

comprehension failures m a y be the

result of unresolved discrepancies rather than deficiencies
in

prior knowledge.

Schemata Mobilisation
Although conflicts between old and new knowledge
contribute to comprehension failure, deficiencies in prior
knowledge or in the ability to utilize that prior knowledge
also affect a r e a d e r 's ability to understand text
et a l ., 1982).

(Bransford

In order to use prior knowledge to

understand new text, a reader must first ha ve background
information from which to draw.

Direct provision of

information constitutes one means of compensating for
deficits in background knowledge
Feeley & Wepner,

1985; Stevens,

(e.g., Crafton,
1982)•

1983;

A second way to

remedy deficits is to mobilize inactive knowledge.
Mobilization differs from direct provision of information in
two ways:

(a) recall is stimulated but additional

information is not provided, and

(b) once learned,

mobilization can be r e a d e r - a c t i v a t e d .

Meaningful titles.
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pictures,

and identification of topic,

found in expository texts,
Johnson,

1972;

elements generally

facilitate recall

Dooling & lachman,

(Bransford &

1971) and can be used

independently b y the reader.
Wittrock and Carter

(1975) noted the effects of

m obilization in a study in which they gave undergraduates
lists of words in proper,
arranganente.

related,

and random hierarchical

Subjects either reproduced,

or copied,

the

hierarchy exactly as written or generated a means of
organizing the words and copied the reorganized hierarchy.
Generative processing facilitated recall across the three
groups; however,
researchers,

contrary to the expectations of the

the group given the random h ierarchy recalled

an amount equal to that of the g r o up given the proper
hierarchy.

Wittrock and Carter concluded that subjects who

reorganized the unrelated words in the random hierarchy did
so on the basis of associations derived from each learner's
experience.
In a later study, Doctorow,

Wittrock,

and Marks

(1978)

U B e d various combinations of retrieval cues and generative

instructions to facilitate text comprehension and recall in
sixth-grade subjects.

Combining generative instructions and

retrieval cues increased comprehension for both good and
poor readers and increased recall

for good readers.

Generative instructions enhanced the comprehension scores of
low-ability readers mor e than treatments with only retrieval
cues.

The researchers suggested that low-ability readers

n ay fail to construct text elaborations independently.

They

also noted that although provision of meaningful retrieval
cues enhanced recall of information relevant to the
construction of elaborations, m o r e appropriate cues might be
found in the readers themselves.

They concluded by stating

that Malthough the retrieval of memories of experience and
elaboration of meaning for text h a v e sometimes been viev.ed
as primarily independent cognitive processes,

they seem to

be complementary an d interdependent parts of the generative
processes involved in comprehension"

(p. 118).

Prior to a study of mobilization with elementary Dutch
subjects

(Peeck et a l ., 1982), no direct experimental

evidence supporting its use existed.

Results of the study

indicated m ob ilizing prior knowledge significantly affected
retention of information inconsistent with prior knowledge,
but did not facilitate retention of congruous,
previousl y- kn o wn i n f o r m a t i o n .

Peeck et a l . suggested that

mobilization involves the generation of expectations
concerning categories to be learned and content to be found
in each category.
Based on the premise that attempting to link the
meaning of new words with a previously established framework
results in greater learning than the use of more traditional
vocabulary development methods,

Eeds and Cockrum

(1985)

evaluated the use of schemata expansion versus mor e
traditional methods

(dictionary work and reading in context)

to teach word meanings.

Results indicated schemata

expansion was consistently mo re effective.

In addition,

low-ability students in the schemata expansion group either
outperformed or equaled scores of high-abililty students ir
the other treatment groups.
Langer's

(1961,

1984) Pre-Reading Plan, or PPeP,

is a

m o r e overt method for mobilising background knowledge.

PFep

consists of a small-group assessment/instructional procedure
which encourages readers to*
with the concept,

(b) reflect on initial associations,

(c) reformulate knowledge.
students

(Langer,

(a) form initial associations
and

Vihen used with sixth-grade

1984), subjects in the group given PReP

obtained hi g h e r post-treatment kn ow le dg e scores.

Effects

were strongest in higher-achieving students; however,
comprehension of lovrer-achieving students was not affected
by PReP.

Langer concluded that PReP was a research tool

which could be used to control and affect the outcome of
background knowledge.
Mobilized information also indicates depth of prior
knowledge.

Zakaluk,

Samuels, and Taylor

(1986) used word

association tasks to measure prior knowledge, theorizing
that more associations come from greater background
knowledge.

They suggested using a key word or phrase

describing the m a i n idea as a stimulus for associations.
Although Zakuluk et a l . advocated this task as a means for
the teacher t o estimate prior knowledge,

they recommended

encouraging students to utilize the strategy for independent
reading and study.

They concluded,

"Such a n exercise can
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enhance comprehension and memory,

and thus help students

develop more metacognltive control over their own thinking
and learning*'

(p. 60) •

In summary,

delivery of background information aids

readers in obtaining requisite knowledge whereas
mobilization of prior knowledge aids readers in accessing
inactive knowledge from memory.

Mobilized information,

representing a reader's unique experiences,
memories,

perceptions,

and

aids organization of new information for

comprehension and recall.

In addition,

it serves as a

research tool for controlling and evaluating prior
knowledge.

Methods of Interfacing Old and New Knowledge

Possession, mobilization,

and use of relevant

information w it h i n schemata are critical
and understanding any type of text
Rumelhart,

1981).

Reading,

factors in reading

(Adams & Bruce,

1982;

especially reading of

expository text containing as m a n y as 50 interrelated idea
units per page,

requires students to focus attention and

encode information in ways which facilitate understanding
and retrieval

(Anderson & A r m b r u s t e r , 1984)*

contrasting methods,

identified as factors which affect

mobilization and use of prior knowledge,
statements

Two

consist of verbal

(a tradi tional means of influencing a t t e n t i o n ,

purpose-setting,

and recall) and computer-mediated text

(a

technological approach for influencing attention,
purpose-setting, and r e c a l l ) .

Verbal Statements
The instructional events of a lesson constitute a set
of communications to the learner.

The most typical form of

these events are oral or written verbal statements
Priggs,

1979).

(Gagne &

For the purpose of this research, verbal

statements refer to oral communication.
Verbal information consists of:
(b)

single propositions or facts, and

(a) names or labels,
(c) collections of

propositions meaningfully organised and presented as
connected discourse.

Internally,

possession of a

pre-existing set of organized knowledge

(a schema) and

appropriate encoding strategies enhances learning and
retentior.

Externally, meaningful contexts,

increasing

distinctiveness of cues, and repetition support learning and
retention

(Gagne,

1985).

Focusing on information through the establishment of
purposes has been a traditionally recommended instructional
procedure (Weintraub,

1969).

Although mobilization of

appropriate background information is often considered to be
a readiness step in effective comprehension lessons
1981r Tierney & Cunningham,

1984),

(Beck,

establishing a purpose

for reading generally constitutes the first step in
comprehension lessons (Cunningham,
Moore,

1983).

Moore,

Cunningham,

&

Such purposes he lp readers derive coherence
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from text by providing an organizing criterion for the
information in the text

(Housel, 1965) and provide

opportunities for activating readers'

existing knowledge so

it can be used in constructing meaning
According to Frase

(1977),

(Beck,

1981).

setting purposes for reading

also helps a reader mobilize unique perceptions, memories,
and understandings which facilitate learning*

Such

purpose-setting should h e l p the reader organize events and
concepts so that they become interrelated and,
memorable

(Beck,

thus, more

1981).

Computer-mediated Text
Computer-mediated text consists of text which is
manipulated by a c o m p u t e r .

The technological attributes of

computer-mediated text permit interactions between the
reader and text not easily replicated with conventional
print

(Reinking,

1985}.

Reinking and

Schreiner

suggested that the computer can b e used:
processing burdens,
and

(1985)

(a) to relieve

(b) to stimulate more active processing,

(c) as a unique measu re of reading and study behavior.
Text presented in computer format does not adversely

affect treatment outcomes.

In a study of university

students w h o read for one hour using traditional and video
text formats

(Muter, Latre'mouille,

T r eu rn ie t, & Beam,

1962), there were no significant differences in
comprehension scores,

subjective measures,

discomfort,

desire to continue reading between the two conditions.

or in
The
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only differences noted concerned reading speed.

Students

using the v i d e o format read 26.5% m o r e slowly than students
in the book condition*

A similar study using elementary

subjects reported similar results
McLaughlin,

1985).

(Gambrell,

Bradley# &

Researchers found nc significant

differences between computer and traditional text
presentation on the following measures of comprehension and
recallt
(c)

(a) literal questions,

free recall, and

(b) inferential questions,

(d) ma in ideas.

Results from studies

in the area of computer-presented expository text with high
school and adult readers also indicated gains in
comprehension over traditional print formats
a l . 1974; Blohm,

(Anderson et

1982); however transfer to traditional

reading situations has not been examined.
Gay

(1966) assessed the interaction of learner control

and prior knowledge of college students through the use of
computer-assisted video instruction*

Results indicated

prior knowledge facilitated students'

understanding of new

information and acted as advance organisers to al low new
information to be assimilated into the learners*
In a study of various text-manipulations

schemata.

(traditional and

computer-mediated formats) with intermediate good and poor
readers Reinking and Schreiner

(1985) hypothesized that

provision of means for the reader to interact overtly with
the computer would encourage more active processing of the
text.

They based their hypothesis on several research

studies in the area of me ta co gn it io n and reading

comprehension.

F i r s t , earlier studies suggested that

younger and poorer readers fail to actively monitor or
spontaneously apply comprehension strategies (Garner,
Markman,
although

1977).

In addition,

OlBhavsky

found that

younger and poorer readers employ metacognitive

strategies less frequently,

they possess the same range of

strategies as m o r e able readers.
& Filip,

(1977)

198P;

1982; Wong,

Finally,

researchers

(Boe

1979) suggested that such readers need

only minimal prompts to cue appropriate strategy usage.
Thus,

Reinking and Schreiner theorised that computer

technology could be used to stimulate this m et acognitive
activity and,

thereby,

increase comprehension.

Their

results indicated that comprehension m o s t consistently
increased when text manipulations were computer-mediated.
Schloss,

Schloss, and Cartwright

(1984) conducted

several related studies evaluating the impact of
computer-highlighted text and question placement on the
achievement of college students.

Highlighted information

reflected the same content as that of the adjunct questions.
Results Indicated that regardless of the nature of the
objective test items,

use of questions and highlights vas

clearly superior t o straight text.

Location of questions

and h i g h li gh ts failed to be a significant variable; however,
subjects indicated they preferred text with highlights over
text with questions.

Although subjects performed better on

modules w here questions or highlights were on separate
screens,

results of student opinion surveys indicated that

AC

subjects preferred highlights on the same page.

The

researchers concluded that h i g h l i g h t s , regardless of ratio
or placement,

enhance student performance*

Developmental Colle ge Readers

Historically,

the first remedial course for academic

deficiencies was introduced at Wellesley College in 1894 and
consisted of study slcills instruction.

University courses

in remedial reading began in the late 1930's and early
1940's (Cross,

1976).

Although rising enrollments in the

1 9 5 0 's and 1 9 6 0 's reduced the amount of remedial coursevork
in poet-secondary institutions,

declining enrollments in the

1970's and 1 980's increased remedial course offerings
(Roueche & Snow,

1978).

The proliferation of remedial courses,
reading courses,
students.

specifically

is a response to needs expressed by

A project pilot study designed to improve student

achievement and instructional effectiveness in higher
education found that 86% of the students were unable to
adequately understand the required text,

88% were

self-described as experiencing difficulty in reading and
remembering what they read, and 77% required remedial
reading instruction
Ames

(1980)

(Stephens & Weaver,

1965).

Roueche and

state that over half of the students entering

community colleges read be low eighth-grade level
representing a decline of two g rade level© in the past

10
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years.

Roueche

(19ei-1982) further asserts that inability

to read and study well enough to pursue regular college
courses characterizes post-secondary students of the 1980'e.
His surveys of college texts found that 96% of the texts
were written above the twelfth-grade level although many
high school students graduating with a B average read below
the eighth-grade l e v e l .
In terms of institutional needs, a City University of
New York

(CUNY)

survey of 2.800 institutions of higher

education with 1.269 respondents indicated that 82% of the
institutions offered courses in reading
& Ryzewic.

1985).

(Lederman.

Ribaudc.

The CUNY survey also reported that 85% of

the respondents felt poor academic preparation was very much
of a problem or somewhat of a problem with 28% of all
entering freshmen cited as requiring assistance in reading.
Muehl

(1982) reports that during the period 1963-1980.

American College Test

(ACT) composite scores fell from a

national average of 20.4 to 17.9.
Aptitude Test

In addition.

(SAT) scores declined in both math

466) and verbal

(479 to 424)

Scholastic
(502 to

sections for the same period.

According to a review of reading achievement in American
schools

(Micklos,1980).

50% of the decline in SAT scores can

be attributed to changes in the population taking the test.
For example, during the period 1963-1973 the ratio of
students in high school college preparatory programs to high
school general education programs was four to one.

Today

h a l f of high school students pursue general education
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curricula

(Francis,

1987).

In addition, more students from

the bottom ha lf of their high school classes are applying
for college entrance

(Muehl,

1982).

To some degree,

schooling accounts for educational deficits exhibited by
post-secondary readers.

Research indicates that many

post-secondary students think at concrete levels
et a l ., 1980).
information

As such, they are able to manipulate

(Neimark,

related concepts

(Carmichael

1975) but unable to link terms to less

(Piaget,

1972).

Such thought processes may

be attributed to a lack of exposure to higher-level
cognitive tasks as opposed to an inability to function at
higher levels.
(Durkin,

Research on instruction at elementary

1978-1979;

Guszak,

1967),

1983), and post-secondary (Karlin,

secondary (Simpson,
1977) levelsindicates

that little attention is given to cognitive development and
higher-order thinking skills.

The proliferation of critical

thinking and reasoning skills courses at post-secondary
levels is an attempt to compensate for past failures to
emphasize higher-level thinking skills in elementary and
secondary grades

(Chaffee,

1984; McMillen,

1986;

Sotiriou,

1984).
Thus,

this new post-secondary population is less

prepared for college c o u r s e w o r k .
of the cultural core,

Burhans

State University students

In questioning the demise

(1984) surveyed 256 Michigan

(freshmen to seniors) on 132 items

representing informational clusters whose recognition would
indicate the awareness of a larger context of information.

These students,

who Burhans asserts represent the top 15-16?

of high school graduates,

recognised less than h a l f (62) of

the items and identified only 22 items.
that "they

Burhans suggested

(the students) lack specific knowledge of the

kinds of information and experience which ha v e traditionally
been the staples of a liberal or general education"
157)•

(p.

He concluded that results revealed ma B s i v e ignorance

of their culture and civilization,

religion and philosophy,

and arts and letters.

Items w hi ch w e r e identified reflected

massive mi sinformation

(e.g., December 7, 1941— "Korean War"

and Gettysburg— "Washington's hometown").
College students face a formidable task in reading
diverse texts,

integrating and storing what they read, and

recalling that information in the future (Chaplin,
Hopper,

1984).

1982;

Such readers must be able to mobilize the

appropriate schemata in order to comprehend the
sophisticated texts found in college curricula.

This

requires the use of previously-developed schemata, the
characteristics of written language forms, and auxiliary
text devices such as paragraphs,

subheadings,

italics and

others m e a n s of h ighlighting important information
1984; Luria,

1981).

However,

(Hopper,

developmental college readers

often fail to h av e or use these skills.

Although a study of

predictors of college freshman grade point average indicated
that ability to learn from t e x t , background knowledge,

and

attitude toward learning contributed to the prediction of
college achievement

(Singer & D r e h e r , 1985), developmental
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readers generally lack problem-solving and study skills
(Roueche & Pitman,

1972), background knowledge

(Drabin-Parentio fi> Maloney,
Mink,

1976)*

Thus,

1982), and m o tivation

(Roueche &

these students get caught in a cycle.

Because they lack learning skills, background knowledge,
motivation,

and

they have no means of acquiring these skills or

the learning success which comes with them.

The cycle

reinforces poor literary and vocabulary skills,
in thinking and reasoning, and me m o r y deficits.
result, many developmental

inabilities
As a

students become non-verbal

learners and are unable to profit from routine listening or
reading

(Hall,

1973*

Roueche & Kirk,

1973).

Summary

Schemata, or prior knowledge,

affect the process of

interpreting and assimilating new information.

Differences

in prior knowledge m a y result from gaps in schemata or lack
of schemata activation.

These deficits cause,

impaired understanding of text i n f o r m a t i o n .
ma y also conflict with new information.

in part,

Old knowledge

Delivery of

information h e l p readers acquire requisite knowledge needed
for text understanding.

Mobilization of schemata helps a

reader access inactive knowledge for use in understanding
new t e x t .
Because possession, mobilization,

and use of relevant

schemata are critical to comprehension success,

readers must
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focus attention and assimilate information in ways which
facilitate the use of old knowledge in understanding new
information.

Two factors, verbal statements and

computer-mediated text,

can be used to facilitate this

interaction between old knowledge and new information.
Developmental college readers form a growing population
in m an y p oet-secondary institutions.

Such students are

disadvantaged in that they are unable to read and understand
the great quantities of diverse information needed for
post-secondary success*

Developing means of helping

developmental college readers m a k e use of the prior
knowledge they possess while enabling them to understand new
information permits them to acquire additional learning
skills and academic success.

CHAPTPF III
Method

The pu rpose of this study was to examine differences in
comprehension scores and recall of expository text by
developmental college readers following manipulation of
traditional and technological factors affecting mobilization
and use of prior Knowledge.
following:

This chapter describee the

(a) pilot s t u d y , and

(t) research study.

Pilot Study

The pu rpose of the pilot study was to evaluate the
utility and effectiveness of the planned instruments,
materials,

computer program, and p r o c e d u r e s .

and treatments were conducted b y the author.

All testing
Pesults of the

pilot study facilitated student scheduling and treatment
procedures for the research study.

Subjects
The pilot study was conducted during the 1986 summer
session with students enrolled in the developmental reading
course at Louisiana State University.

Students were placed

in the course through the following procedure:

(a) All

native-speaking students who h av e a composite score of less
than 21 on the American College Test
take the Nelson Denny Reading Test
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(ACT) are required to

(NDRT), and

(b) Students
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whose NDRT total scores are less than 11.0, but above 7.9,
are required to take the course.

Because summer enrollments

were limited,

only one section of the developmental course

was offered.

All 17 students in the course took the prior

knowledge pretest which was designed to eliminate subjects
with inadequate or excessive prior knowledge of the topic.
However, because of the limited enrollment,

use of this

criteria would have resulted in an inadequate sample.

As a

result, prior knowledge pretest scores were not used as a
criteria for eliminating subjects.

Sixteen subjects were

randomly selected and used in the remainder of the pilot
study.

Instruments
Although four instruments were created for use in
conducting the pilot study,

the first instrument,

an

interest/prior knowledge inventory, was not administered to
subjects in the pilot study.

This instrument was, however,

administered to developmental college readers during the
spring semester of 1986 in order to identify an appropriate
topic for use in the pilot study.
All other instruments were administered tc the subjects
in the pilot study.

These instruments consisted oft

prior-knowledge pretest,

(a) the

(b) a written free recall, and

a mu lt iple-choice posttest.
Interest/prior-knowledge i n v e n t o r y .

The

interest/prior-knowledge inventory was administered to

(c)
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developmental college readers during the spring semester of
1966*

The inventory consisted of a self-report form which

was used for two purposest

(a) to identify a topic of

interest for developmental college readers, and

(b) to

obtain a m ea sure of prior Knowledge for the topics.

Similar

to the interest inventory developed by Baldwin,
P el eg -Bruckner, and McClintock
differed in two respectst

(1985),

this inventory

(a) it was a self-report of prior

knowledge as well as interest, and

(b) it featured a

five-point,

scale.

rather than ten-point,

The subject of

American histo ry was used as a general area of i n t e r e s t .
Topic items in the inventory came from an outline of
historical American periods (e.g.,
America since 1960)
(1985).

Colonial America and

found in the World Book Encyclopedia

The interest/prior knowledge inventory appears in

Appendix A.
Ratings were averaged for each topic on each factor.
Topics having an average rating of less than 2.5 on either
factor were eliminated.

Five topics had average ratings of

2.5 or more on both factors.
American Revolution,
reconstruction,

These topics were!

(b) slavery,

the civil war,

and

(c) American participation in World War 1

and the roaring twenties,

(d) the great depression and

American participation in World War II, and
since 1960.

(a) the

(e) America

Results of the interest/prior knowledge

inventory appear in Appendix A.

The target passage topic,
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the American Fevolution* was randomly selected from the
%

remaining t o p i c B .
Prior-knowledge pretest m e a s u r e .

The prior-knowledge

pretest* constructed in a manner similar to that utilized by
Baldwin*

P e l eg - Br uc kn er * and McClintock

(1985), consisted of

38 randomly-ordered* multiple-choice questions.

The pretest

was created to eliminate subjects having excessive or
inadequate prior knowledge of the target topic from the
study.
Twenty items focused on information reflecting
knowledge of the American Fevolution.
items concerning other American wars

Eighteen distractor
(Civil War* V7orld War

I* and World War II) were included; however*
these questions*

were not s c o r e d .

pencil-and-paper format was used,

responses to

Although a traditional
subjects coded responses

on separate scan sheets which wer e later machine-scored.
The prior knowledge pretest appears in Appendix B.
Post-reading m e a s u r e — free recall measure.

This

m easure evaluated gist recall for information found in the
target passage.

Directions for the free recall of the

target passage appear in Appendix C.
Post-reading m e a s u r e — mu lt iple-choice p o s t t e s t .

The

multiple-choice posttest evaluated a subject's ability to
recognize and select responses to questions based on the
content of the target passage.

The posttest was constructed

by deleting the 18 distractor items from the prior-knowledge
pretest.

Thus,

the postteBt consisted of the same 20
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multiple-choice#

content-related items found on the prior

knowledge pretest measure.
The posttest measure,

unlike the pretest measure#

presented on the computer.

Each screen of information

contained only 1 question and accompanying choices.
response was chosen and entered#
Of the 20 text-related items#

was

Once a

changes could not be made.

13 reflected stated

information within the passage.

The answers to the

remaining 7 items could b e inferred from information within
the passage.

A print version of the posttest measure

appears in Appendix D.

Materials and Program
Materials featured a combination of print and
m ic rocomputer formats.
brainstorming#

These consisted oft

(b) feature analysis#

(d) a buffer activity,

(a)

(c) the target passage;

(e) computer hardware# and

(f)

computer software.
Brainstorming.

The brainstorming task asked subjects

to think about the target topic# the American Fevolution,
and identify general concepts associated with it.
Instructions for brainstorming are provided in Appendix E.
Feature a n a l y s i s .
v ocabulary activity#

Feature analysis#

a pencil-and-paper

utilises prior knowledge and explores

similarities and differences a m o n g 'related words
Pearson#

1984).

(Johnson &

The American Civil Kar was selected as the

topic for feature analysis on the basis of results of the
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interest/prior Knowledge inventory.

The feature analysis

activity appears in Appendix F.
Target p a s s a g e .
American Fevolution,

The topic for the target passage,

the

was selected on the basis of the

results of the interest/prior Knowledge i n v e n t o r y .
target pa ssage came from

As I Saw Iti

American A dv en tu re (Hoople,

1976).

The

Women Who Lived the

This text, obtained from

the juvenile section of a public library, was selected
because it featured natural content information of less
difficult readability than college content texts.
passage was 772 words in length.

The

A copy of the target

passage and publisher's permission to reprint the passage
appear in Appendix G.
Buffer a c t i v i t y .

The buffer activity consisted of 5

mathematic/logic word problems.

A copy of the buffer

activity appears in Appendix H.
Computer h a r d w a r e .

The pilot study was conducted u B i n g

a n Apple lie (64K) microcomputer.

The computer was equipped

with a standard disK drive and Apple H e

Keyboard.

Output

was displayed on a video monitor placed at eye l e v e l .
Contrast and brightness was adjusted to comfortable levels.
Computer s o f t w a r e .

The software consisted of a program

written specifically for use in this study.

The programt

(a) collected d a t a , (b) prompted the examiner for
activities,

(c) presented text information,

text information for subjects in group 1,

(d) highlighted

(e) scored
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results, and

(f) provided a summary of the data collected

for each subject.
A set of text keys were created in order for the
program to m a n i pu la te and highlight text.
consisted of groups of synonyms,

The keys

derivatives,

and

closely-related terms for key words listed in the passage.
Thus, if a subject identified the word t e a , then tea p a r t y ,
and Boston Tea Party were identified as keys.
contains the keys used for the passage.

Appendix

I

Highlighted

information was not restricted to words found in the keys.
Any word identified by the subject as relating to the
American Revolution which was found in the passage was also
highlighted.

Design
The design consisted of a variation of the
pretest-posttest control group design.

Three treatment

groups and one control group were used in the pilot study
with treatments being randomly assigned to groups.
diagram of the treatments follows in Table 1.

A

Activities

appearing in capital letters were relevant to the research.
Computer-mediated text is designated H (highlighted words).
Verbal statements are labeled V.
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iflDie j.
Treatment Design
Group 1
(HV}_

Group 2
(V)

Group 3
(NO HV)

Group 4
(CONTROL)

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
PRETEST

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
PRETEST

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
PRETEST

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
PRETEST

BRAIN
STORMING

BRAIN
STORMING

BRAIN
STORMING

vocabulary
instruction

TARGET
PASSAGE

TARGET
PASSAGE

TARGET*
PASSAGE

TARGET
PASSAGE

buffer

buffer

buffer

buffer

POSTTEST

POSTTEST

POSTTEST

POSTTEST

Treatment Manipulations
Hie experimental treatments utilized combinations of
highlighted text and/or verbal statements in conjunction
with brainstorming,
groups.

the stimulus activity for the treatment

A microcomputer format was used to present the

target p as sa ge to all four groups; however,
received computer-mediated

only Group 1

(highlighted) text.

Groups 1, 2, and 3 were given the brainstorming task.
In order to eliminate any instrumentation or examiner
differences among treatment groups, the examiner typed all
words generated by the subject into the microcomputer
terminal.

The examiner entered the words regardless of

whether they were to be highlighted in the text.
Subjects in Group 4 completed the feature analysis
activity, a vocabulary activity to control
of brainstorming.

for the effects

Subjects were asked to identify whether
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given features related to the North or the South by checking
the appropriate spaces on a grid.
The first treatment group (HV) received both
highlighted text and verbal statements.

The second

treatment group (V) received verbal statements without
highlighted text.

The third treatment

(No HV) group

received neither verbal statements nor highlighted t e x t .
The final treatment group consisted of a control group which
was not gi ven the brainstorming activity.
subjects received neither verbal
text.

Control group

statements nor highlighted

A m o r e detailed explanation of experimental

activities follows:
Treatment group 1 (HV ).
computer-mediated

This treatment combined

(highlighted) text and verbal statements

in focusing the subject's attention on the relation between
what was already known about the target topic and what might
appear in the target passage.
Treatment gr oup 2 (V)■

This treatment used oral verbal

statements to focus the subject's attention on the relation
between

what was already known about the target topic and

what might appear in the target passage.

This treatment was

designed to control the effects of the highlighted text.
Treatment group 3 (no H V ) .

This treatment did not

attempt to focus the subject's attention on the relation
between what was already known about the target topic and
what might appear in the target passage.

This treatment was
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designed to control the effects of combining highlighted
text with verbal

statements.

Treatment g roup 4 (cont ro l) .

The effects of

brainstorming were controlled in this treatment.

Because no

words were generated,

no verbal statements or highlighted

text were necessary.

Although the control group did not

receive the brainstorming activity,

subjects in this group

completed a vocabulary instruction activity to equalize time
on t a s k .

Results
Results of the use of pretest and posttest instruments
in the pilot study warranted no m a jo r revisions.
refinements,

Several

changes, and additions in materials and their

use were indicated by their use in the pilot study.
Modifications of the computer program were also warranted.
The treatment manipulations were deemed to be appropriate.
Changes in the materials and their use resulted in changes
in procedures.
First, computer speed in loading the text keys and
h ighlighting text information for subjects in Group 1 proved
to b e a serious problem.

Due to the number of words

generated during the brainstorming phase of the pilot study,
subjects in Group 1 were left with several minutes of
unoccupied time.
concentration.

This tended to interrupt subjects'
It also resulted in unequal amounts of

time-on-task among the groups.
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Second,

the brainstorming directions proved to be too

general to enable students to retrieve the correct s c h e m a t a .
Identification of topic was insufficient in generating words
from subjects.
The target passage was deemed to be appropriate in
interest level,

reading difficulty,

the proposed study.

and length for use in

The passage, however, was deemed to be

difficult to read because it appeared in upper-case l e t t e r s .
Ten m i nu t es we re allotted for the completion of the 10
items in the buffer activity.
designed to control

Because this activity was

for the effects of short-term

memory,

the amount of time allocated for this activity seemed to be
lengthy.

Conclusions

Several changeB in the materials and procedures were
warranted by the pilot study or were suggested in subsequent
discussions with faculty advisors.
The p r o b l e m of computer speed was improved, but not
solved by changes in the computer program.

Ideally,

the

solution w ould h a v e been to de velop a new program for a mor e
powerful and sophisticated computer.

Discussions with

faculty advisors indicated that improving the speed of the
present program would be adequate for use the the research
study*

This modification was m a d e by compiling the program.

While compiling the program improved the processing
speed of the computer needed for subjects in Group 1,

discrepancies in time-on-task still existed among groups.
Two features were added in counteract the effects of this
problem.

First, a buffer activity was developed to equalire

time-on-task for all groups.

Second,

in order to

re-establish the link between the brainstorming task and the
target passage,

the program was modified to display the list

of words generated during the brainstorming task immediately
before the reading of the target passage.

Other changes were also made in the computer program.
In order to collect information about the number of times
subjects reread information,

the computer was programmed to

count and record the number of times subjects looked back to
reread information in the target passage.

The program was

also rewritten to display all text information in a
double-spaced format using conventional upper- and
lower-case characters.
In order to provide subjects with additional cues for
schemata retrieval,
task were modified.

the directions for the brainstorming
A specific person

(George Washington)

and a general concept (soldiers) were subsequently provided
as examples of words or concepts associated with the
American Revolution.
The buffer activity utilized in the pilot study was
shortened to 5 items with students having only 2 mi nutes to
complete the task.
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Research Study

Subjects

The population consisted of 389 students enrolled in a
developmental reading course at Louisiana State University
during the fall semester of 1986.

StudentB were placed in

the course using the same criteria identified in the pilot
study.
All 389 students completed the prior knowledge pretest
during their regularly scheduled class times in the third
week of the semester.

The population range of scores on the

prior knowledge pretest was 1 to 16 on a 20-item scale.

The

population mean was 7.56 with a standard deviation of 2.76.
Subjects scoring less than 5 or m or e than 10 were
eliminated from the target population.

A total of 116

subjects were eliminated from the population leaving a
population of 273.
Although the study required the participation of only
60 subjects, a total of 100 subjects were randomly selected
from the remaining subjects with 25 subjects randomly
assigned to each group.

These additional

subjects were

selected in order to compensate for subjects who did not
sign a consent form, dropped the course, or otherwise did
not participate.
group was met,
study.

Once a sample size of 15 subjects per

remaining subjects were eliminated from the

The cell size of 15 was based on a computational

formula used to achieve a power of .80.

The formula appears

in Appendix J.

Instruments
Revised forms of the three instruments used in the pilot
study were used in the research study.

These consisted of

the prior-knowledge pretest and 2 post-reading measures.
To obtain a measure of reliability for the prior
knowledge pretest m e a s u r e , the 20 target items from the test
were administered to 102 students in a senior-level
educational measurement and evaluation course during the
second week of the fall 1986 semester.

The mean score was

14.8 with a standard deviation of 3.2.

The reliability of

the instrument,

as determined by the use of C r o n b a c h 's

coefficient alpha, waB

.71.

Face validity for the

multiple-choice test was determined by a panel of 6
developmental reading instructors.

Materials and Program
The same materials, with m od ifications warranted by the
results of the pilot study, were used in the research study.
The revised directions for brainstorming appear in Appendix
K.

No changes were m a d e in the feature analysis activity or

the target passage.

The shortened buffer activity appears

in Appendix K*

One new material, a buffer activity designed to control
for computer processing time, was incorporated into the

6C
design of the research study.

This new buffer was

identified in the research study as buffer activity 1.

It

consisted of a 12-minute section of the Hidden Figures Test
(Ekstrom,

French,

Hannan,

& Dermen,

1978) and was utilised

with all groups.
The same type of hardware was used in the research
study.

Additional microcomputers were utilized to

facilitate data collection.

Software modifications

reflected changes warranted by the pilot study*
addition,

In

the program was modified to count the number of

times subjects looked back at previous screens to reread
text information.

Design
The same pretest-posttest control group design utilized
in the pilot study was used in the research study.
the pilot study,

As in

three treatment groups and one control

g roup we re used with treatments randomly assigned to groups.
Table 2 reflects the modifications of the treatments.
Buffer activity 1 refers to the task used to equalize
time-on-task among groups.

Buffer activity 2 controls for

the effects of short-term memory.

Activities appearing in

capital letters were relevant to the research study.
Computer-mediated text is designated H (highlighted words).
Verbal statements are labeled V.
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Table 2
Treatment Design
Group 1
l_HVj_____

Group 2
< Y ) ___________

Group 3
(NO HV)

Group 4
(CONTROL)

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
PRETEST

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
PRETEST

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
PRETEST

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
PRETEST

B RAIN
STORMING

B RAIN
STORMING

B R A IN 
STORMING

vocabulary
instruction

buffer 1

buffer 1

buffer 1

buffer 1

TARGET
PASSAGE

TARGET
PASSAGE

TARGET
PASSAGE

TARGET
PASSAGE

buffer 2

buffer 2

buffer 2

buffer 2

POSTTEST

POSTTEST

POSTTEST

POSTTEST

Treatment Manipulations
As in the pilot study,

the experimental treatments used

in the research study featured combinations of highlighted
text and/or verbal statements in conjunction with
brainstorming.

Microcomputer formats were uBed to present

the target pa ssage to subjects in all four groups; however,
only subjects in Group 1 received computer-mediated
(highlighted) t e x t .
As in the pilot study, treatment group 1 received both
highlighted text and verbal statements..
received verbal

Txeatment group 2

statements without highlighted text.

Treatment group 3 received neither verbal statements nor
highlighted text.

Treatment group 4 consisted of a control

g r o u p which was not given the brainstorming activity.

Moreover,

control group subjects received neither verbal

statements nor highlighted text.

Procedure

Subject s c h e d u l i n g .

Subjects were contacted

individually during regularly scheduled class times and
asked to p artic ip at e in the study.
participation!

(a) was voluntary,

Students were told that
(b) would not influence

their course grade in any way, and
hour of m a k e - u p class credit.

(c) would give them one

If they agreed,

they signed

consent forms and indicated the times at which they were
available to participate.

A copy of the consent form

appears in Appendix L.
After contacting all students, a schedule was
constructed based on each subject's preferences for dates
and times.

Subjects were again contacted individually

during their classes, gi ven the assigned time, and asked to
confirm appointment times.

A written reminder of each

s u b j e c t ’s appointment time and the location of the
appointment was placed in each subject's class folder within
48 hours of the a p p o i n t m e n t .
Treatments were administered during one-hour
appointments on weekdays between the dates of October
October 29.

17 and

Students were scheduled between the hours of

7*30 a.m. and 4*30 p.m.

As the result of the treatment

location fire or personal conflicts,

approximately 10
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students were unable to come to their originally scheduled
appointments.

Subjects who were still willing to

participate were rescheduled for appointments b et ween the
dates of November 3 and November 7.
personal conflicts,

As the result of

some subjects withdrew from the study.

Such subjects were replaced with additional subjects from
the originally randomized groups.

These subjects were also

scheduled for appointments between the dates of November 3
and November 7.
Examiners.

Eight examiners were trained in hour-long

sessions to administer/supervise the treatments.

Each

examiner was given a packet of instructions containing
step-by-step procedures for administering treatments,
sections, and using the c o m p u t e r .

timing

The examiner training

packet appears in Appendix M.
Examiners were assigned to subjects according to the
h ours they were available and the time of the subjects'
scheduled appointments.
phase,

Prior to beginning the treatment

examiners received lists of times and locations of

their scheduled appointments and names of the students they
were to meet.
Treatment a d m i n i s t r a t i o n .

Each day,

examiners picked

up:

(a) research computer diskettes,

(b) stopwatches,

(c)

individual subject packets for the treatments.

packets w e r e color-coded according to group.

and

The

The cover

sheet of each packet outlined the treatment activities.
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Cover sheets outlining each group's activities appear in
Appendix K.
The examiner loaded a diskette which automatically
loaded a program displaying a menu of program alternatives.
The examiner entered all data in order to minimize e r r o r .
Collection of data began with the first screen of
information.

The program prompted the examiner to enter:

(a) group descriptor
name,

(1, 2, 3, 4),

(d) identification number,

(g) text descriptor.

(b) first name*

(c) last

(f) test descriptor, and

The program automatically selected the

appropriate sequence of activities according to the group
descriptor.

Name and identification numbers identi fied

subject data .

Test and text descriptors configured the

computer for appropriate posttest and passage files.
inappropriate data were entered

If

(e.g., group identified as

5) the p r og ra m prompted the examiner to re-enter
information.
For groups 1, 2, and 3 the program prompted the
examiner to enter words for the brainstorming task.

For

group 4 the program prompted the examiner to complete the
v ocabulary instruction activity.

After all words were

entered or after the vocabulary activity was completed,
program loaded the target passage and keys.

the

Words and their

corresponding keys were highlighted in the target passage
for subjects in group 1.
After the examiner entered all words,

the program

prompted the examiner to proceed to the Hidden Figures T e a t .
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Following that activity,

the program displayed the word

entered for subjects in Groups 1, 2, or 3, and the examiner
read the list aloud.
The examiner then verbally read the appropriate set of
instructions for reading the target passage to the s u b j e c t .
passage instructions varied according to treatment
conditions.
0.

Instructions for each group appear in Appendix

To read the passage,

the subject pressed the

right-arrow key to advance screens and read new information,
and pressed the left-arrow key to reread information.

The

examiner used the stopwatch to me asure the time each subject
spent reading the passage.
Mien a subject completed reading the final screen of
the passage,

the program prompted the examiner to administer

the buffer activity.

The next screen prompted the examiner

to proceed to the free recall posttest measure.
After the subject completed the free recall,

the

program presented the 20-item multiple-choice p o s t t e s t .
Subsequent screens displayed one question and corresponding
responses on each screen.

The subject verbally selected a

response wh ich the examiner entered.
and entered,

Once choices were made

the subject was not a b l e to return to the

question and change the response.
All data collected from each session was saved and
recorded.

Sample printouts of data for subjects in each

group and coding explanations appear in Appendix P.

Scoring.

A scoring protocol

for the free recall

measure was established by a panel of thirteen graduate
students w ho parsed the target passage into idea units using
Johnson's

(197?) procedure.

divided complex verbal

Using this procedure,

statements into linguistic sub-units

on the basis of p ause acceptability.

Pause acceptability

occurs at points where a reader would pause toi
breath,

the panel

(t) emphasize a point, or

(a) take a

(c) enhance meaning.

These locations were thought to be psychologically
significant because they represent locations of functional
boundaries used in encoding and decoding.

As in Johnson's

study, the validity of a pausal location was accepted based
on the agreement of at least one-half of

the raters.

panel divided the passage into 120 pausal units.
divided pa ssage became the template used
recall protocols.

The

The

for Bcorirg free

The parsed passage appears in Appendix C>

Protocols w e r e scored by a grader who evaluated
responses in terms of gist meaning as related to information
on the scoring template.

When pausal units contained

compound or complex information,

subjects received credit if

their response reflected at least hal f of the gist
information.

Validation of scoring was achieved by

computing the interrater reliability for a representative
sample of the recall protocols.

Objective scoring was used for the multiple-choice
posttest measure.

CHAPTER IV
Results

As stated in Chapter

I, the purpose of the study was to

examine differences in comprehension scores and recall of
expository text by developmental college readers following
man ip ul at i on of traditional and technological factors
affecting use of mobilized prior knowledge.
accomplish this purpose,

In order to

various combinations of traditional

(verbal statements} and technological

(computer-mediated)

m eans were used to focus attention on the link between what
the reader knows and the new,

incoming information.

This

pu rpose was further specified by two sets of research
hypotheses.

This chapter presents the results of the

statistical analyses of the data collected to test the
hypotheses.

Preliminary Data Analysis

The reliability of the 20-item multiple-choice test
based on the results from the pretest was

.71.

In addition,

a stratified random sample of eight free recall protocols
(13%) were scored by an additional rater to determine
interrater reliability.
raters was

The correlation between the two

.98.

Planned comparisons following an analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) were used to test the hypotheses.
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ANCOVA was used

6B
for two reasons*

First, AWCOVA was used to control for

differences in prior knowledge.

Second, although subjects

were randomly selected and assigned, differences in prior
knowledge pretest scores were found among the four groups.
Because directional hypotheses were specified, one-tailed
Dunn-Bonnferoni tests

(Huitema,

3 980) at the .05 level of

significance we re selected for all of the planned
comparisons.

The Dunn-Bonnferoni critical differences for

the posttest and recall

scores were 2.39 and 6.32,

respectively.

Hypothesis Onei

Analysis and Results

The first set of hypotheses specified that various
m e a n s of focusing attention on the link between mobilized
information and new information would differentially
influence comprehension performance.

Specifically,

it was

anticipated that the posttest scores of developmental
college readers
text

(DCR) who received both computer-mediated

(highlighted) and verbal statements

(HV) following

individual brainstorming would b e significantly higher than
the posttest scor-s of DCR who received only verbal
statements
addition,

(V) following individual brainstorming.

In

the V g r oup would ha ve significantly h igher scores

than DCR w h o received neither computer-mediated text
(highlighted) nor verbal statements
brainstorming.

Moreover,

(No HV)

following

the No HV group would have

6S
significantly high er scores than DCR wh o neither
b rainstormed individually nor received computer-mediated
text (highlighted) or verbal statements

(Control)•

To test the treatment effects, a set of planned
comparisons was conducted using the posttest scores for the
four treatment groupst
Control.

(a) HV,

(b) V,

(c) No HV, and

(d)

The covariate measure was the prior Knowledge

pretest score.
No statistically significant differences were found for
the planned comparisons.

Specifically,

the mean for the the

HV group (11.75) was not significantly greater than the mean
for the V g r ou p (12.42).

The m e a n for the V group

(12.42)

was not significantly greater than the mean for the No HV
g roup (11.76).

The mean for the No HV group (12.42) was net

significantly greater than the mean for the Control group
(11.22).

Table 3 reports adjusted means and standard errors

for posttest scores by group.

Results of the analysis of

covariance of posttest scores by g roup appear in Table 4.

Table 3
Adjusted Means and Standard Errors for Posttest Scores by
Group

Treatment Group

N

Adjusted Mean

Standard Error

1 (HV)

15

11.75

0.76

2 (V)

15

12.42

0.74

3 (No HV)

15

11.76

0.78

4 (Control)

15

11.22

0.74

Table 4
Analysis of Covariance of Posttest Scores by Group

Source

df

SS

MS

F

P

Group

3

10.86

3.62

0.44

5. 34

Prior Knowledge

1

43.48

43.48

Error

55

448.25

8.15

Total

59

510.18

(covariate)
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Hypothesis T w o :

Analysis and Results

The second set of hypotheses specified that various
m e ans of focusing attention on the link between mobilized
information and new information would differentially
influence recall.
free recall

Specifically,

it was anticipated that

scores of developmental college readers

who received both computer-mediated text
verbal statements

(DCF)

(highlighted) and

(HV) following individual brainstorming

would be significantly higher than free recall scores of DCF
w h o received only verbal statements
brainstorming.

In addition,

(V) following individual

the V group would have

significantly hi g h e r free recall

scores than DCR who

received neither computer-mediated text
verbal statements
Moreover,

(highlighted) nor

(No HV) following brainstorming.

the No H V group would h a v e signifcantly higher

free recall

scores than DCR who neither brainstormed

individually nor received computer-mediated text
(highlighted) or verbal statements

(Control).

To test the treatment effects, a set of planned
comparisons was conducted using the free recall scores for
the four treatment groupst
(d)

Control.

(a) HV,

(b) V,

(c) No HV, and

The covariate measure was the prior knowledge

pretest score.
No statistically significant differences were found for
the planned comparisons.
H V group

Specifically,

the mean for the the

(16.43) was not significantly greater than the mean
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for the V group

(14.63)*

Hie m e a n for the V group

(14.63)

vas not significantly greater than the mean for the No HV
g r oup (19.11).

The mean for the No HV group (19*11) ves net

significantly greater than the mean for the Control group
(17.10).

Table 5 reports adjusted means and standard errors

for free recall scores by group.
covariance of free recall

Results of the analysis of

scores by group appear in Table 6.

T a b le

5

Adjusted Means and Standard Errors for Free Recall Scores by
Group

Treatment Group

N

Adjusted Mean

Standard Error

1 (HV)

15

16.43

2.09

2 (V)

15

14.63

2.03

3 (No HV)

15

19.11

2.14

4 (Control)

15

17.10

2.03

Table 6

Analysis o f Covariance of Free Recall Scores by Group

Source

df

SS

MS

F

P

Group

3

141.85

47.25

0. 77

.11

Prior Knowledge

1

6.69

6.69

Error

55

3388.11

61 .60

Total

59

3568.96

(Covariate)

CHAPTFP V

Summary and Discussion

Summary

The p u r pose of this study v/as to examine differences in
comprehension scores and recall of expository text by
developmental college readers following manipulation of
traditional and technological
mobilised prior knowledge.

factors affecting the use of

This research differed from

previous research in several w a y s .

First#

it endeavored to

determine if a visible link between old and new information
would enhance comprehension and recall .

Second#

it compared

the use of verbal statements and computer-mediated text as
m e ans of traditionally and technologically linking old and
new information.

Third,

it featured the use of

brainstorming as a means of mobilizing a reader's schemata.

Discussion

The results of this study indicated that no
statistically significant differences existed in
comprehension scores and recall of expository text by
developmental college readers following manipulation of
traditional and technological
mobilized prior knowledge.

factors affecting use of

Factors w i t h i n the methodology
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of the research study may have contributed to the lack of
significant findings.
Because developmental college readers do not
represent a normal post-secondary population,
only be generalized to similar populations.

results can
Neither average

nor above-average post-secondary readers were used in the
study.

In addition, no other age groups were utilized in

the study.
Several problems in the creation of the instruments
used to m e a s u r e pre-reading and post-reading knowledge were
found.

For example,

flaws in the interest/prior knowledge

inventory m a y h a v e affected results of the research study in
several ways*

First,

subjects who completed the inventory

had only American history topics from which to choose.
provision
topics.

wbb

No

made for the selection of other content

With no other content topics for comparison,

subjects m a y ha v e inflated their levels of prior knowledge
and interest.

Second, the self-report format of the

inventory m a y have resulted in totals which failed to
accurately reflect the interests and prior knowledge of
developmental college readers.
topics for comparison,

Again, without other content

subjects m a y have overestimated their

actual levels of interest and prior knowledge.

Moreover,

subjects m a y h a v e consciously or unconsciously overestimated
their levels of prior knowledge in order to conceal deficits
in prior knowledge.

7e
Inadequacies in the prior knowledge pretest measure may
have also affected the results of the research study.

An

instrument containing 20 (scored) questions may b e
insufficient to evaluate depth of prior knowledge of a
topic.

In addition,

the use of a multiple-choice format may

be inadequate in determining what students know about a
subject.

The use of verbal interviews or subjective

responses to questions could be explored as alternatives to
the objective multiple-choice format.
In completing the free recall measure,

subjects may

h a v e tired or become frustrated with the task of
communicating what they remembered in writing.
developmental readers,

Thus,

for

their written protocols may not have

reflected what they actually remembered.
Two problems in the multiple-choice posttest may have
also affected the results of the study.

First,

using the

microcomputer as the format for administering the test may
have affected subjects' performance.

Subjects ma y have been

intimidated or fascinated with reading from the
microcomputer.

Second, the structure of the test on the

computer m a d e no provision for changing responses; hence,
scores m a y have been adversely affected.
Several post hoc analyses of results might yield
additional information about the outcome of the research
study.

First, the parsed information within the target

passage could be rated for levels of importance.

Protocols

then could be reevaluated according the importance of the
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ideas remembered.

This would provide a means of evaluating

the protocols in a qualitative,
manner

rather than a quantitative,

A second means of analyzing results might be to

examine the relation between between words generated during
brainstorming and content of questions in the
multiple-choice posttest.

Such analysis would aid in

determining if subjects linked what they knew to the content
of the questions.

A third kind of analysis could examine

the relation between generated words and the content of fret*
recall protocols.

This type of analysis would aid in

determining if there were a relation between what subjects
k n e w and what they recalled from the passage.
Several disadvantages were found in the material and
program created to conduct the research study.

While some

of these problems were small and reflected difficulties
because of the choice of topic and activities,

other

problems we r e judged to b e m o r e serious in terms of the
o utcome of the research study.
First,

subjects as a w hole experienced difficulty using

the brainstorming activity as the mechanism for mobilizing
knowledge.

This problem ma y have been Inherent in the

brainstorming activity because it is usually used as a group
activity.

In the future, training in the use of the

activity should be conducted prior to its use as a treatment
activity.

In addition,

the task ha d no means for

redirecting information generated during brainstorming.
Although the impact of prior knowledge interference cannot

7t
be discerned from the results,

the lack of redirection may

h a v e caused confusion for some s u b j e c t s .

Finally,

although

developmental students rated the topic of the American
Revolution as one in which they had prior knowledge and
interest,

their estimates ma y h a v e been inflated*

This,

too, may h a v e resulted in failures of subjects to generate
terms during the brainstorming activity.
The choice of the Civil War as the topic for the
feature analysis activity ma y h a v e been a poor one for some
subjects in the control group.

Although the activity was

chosen because it utilised prior knowledge and explored
similarities and differences among related words and the
topic was chosen as the result of the outcome of the
interest/prior knowledge inventory,

control subjects may

h a v e confused the details of the Civil War contained in that
activity with the details of the American Revolution
presented in the target passage.

This confusion m i g h t have

altered the amount and kind of information generated during
free recall .
Although the topic of the target passage was selected
on the basis of interest and prior knowledge,

recreational

materials or other content topics m ay have elicited other
results.
Several problems in the study may be attributed to the
use of microcomputers.

Prior experience in using

microcomputers m a y have altered subjects' performance.
Scores for subjects lacking prior experience with
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m i crocomputers may reflect feelings of anxiety rather than
comprehension abilities.

In contrast,

the scores for

subjects possessing microcomputer experience m a y be
inflated.

In addition,

no provision was made to compare

subjects using computers with subjects using print materials
only.
The most damaging problem in the materials used in the
research study was caused by characteristics of the hardware
and software used to conduct the treatments.

The time

required to process and highlight words created a time lag
in treatments which m a y have served to break the link
between prior knowledge and text information upon which the
w h ole study was based.

Rereading the words generated during

brainstorming immediately before reading the text
alleviated,

but did not eliminate,

this problem.

Some features in the design of the study m ay have also
contributed to problems in the research study.

First,

no

provision was m a d e t o compare subjects using computers in
reading tasks with subjects using traditional print formats.
Second,

good readers were not incorporated in the study.

Comparisons with good readers would have helped determine if
results could be generalized to other m o r e capable readers.
Third, the brainstorming task was unfamiliar to most
subjects.

Because subjects completed the brainstorming

activity only cnce,
task,

they had no opportunity to practice the

transfer learning, and master the skill.

Lack of a

mechanism to p r o vide feedback about the words generated

ec
during brainstorming also seemed to contribute to subjects'
difficulty with the task.

Finally#

the use of the first

buffer activity b roke the link between the concepts
generated by the subjects and information within the target
passage.
Problems wi t h i n treatment manipulations can be
attributed#

in part#

to factors within the materials used

for brainstorming and feature analysis.

In addition#

highlighting and verbal statements may have altered results.
Because highlighting is often used to emphasize important
information,

the use of highlighting as a means of linking

information generated through brainstorming and text
information may have confused subjects in Group 1.

Verbal

statements may have not been powerful enough to adequately
describe the link between old and new information.
The m ajor prob l e m found in the procedures concerned
scoring of free recall protocols.

No provision was made in

the scoring template for rating idea importance.

n
Implications for Research

Problems identified in the discussion of the research
study could be solved through modifications in methodology.
Additional research would be needed to determine if
differences in reading comprehension could be achieved
through mani p u l a t i o n of traditional and technological
factors affecting the
In order

use of mobilized knowledge.

to m a k e generalizations to other

post-secondary groups, average and/or above-average college
readers w o uld

need to b e included as subjects in the study.

Hie inclusion

of such readers could be implemented in two

ways.

Good post-secondary readers could form a kind of

second control group (Group 4) or be used as subjects within
each treatment group.
Changes in instruments could be made in several ways
in future research studies.

Topics included in the

interest/prior knowledge inventory could include a broad
range of content and recreational

subjects.

In addition,

the development of more objective forms of evaluating
interest and prior knowledge of the topics could be
investigated.

Similarly, more comprehensive in-depth

measures of prior knowledge should be created as a pretest
instrument.

Oral,

rather than written,

free recalls might

be administered in order to elicit more accurate
information.

Problems with the multiple-choice instrument

noted in the discussion of this study might have been
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avoided by making the test a pencil-and-paper instrument.
This would have enabled students to reread questions and
change responses when needed.
Revisions in the materials and program used in the
research study could be used to facilitate changes in the
design and treatment manipulations in future research.

In

terms of modifying the brainstorming component of the study,
future research might b e designed to evaluate the efficacy
of the delivery of information to build background
knowledge.

Thus,

instead of using the brainstorming task as

the initial activity,

researchers could provide subjects

with written or verbal information to build background
knowledge.

Brainstorming could then take place immediately

after delivery of information or as a delayed a c t i v i t y .
In order to evaluate s u b j e c t s 1 abilities to tune or
restructure schemata, delivery of information could be
combined with a second brainstorming activity.
modification of the study,

In this

subjects would brainstorm,

receive written or verbal information,

add or modify

associations by brainstorming a second time, and receive the
target passage.

The second brainstorming activity,

allowing

subjects to change or add to their original associations
with the concepts,

could then be used as an indicator of

schemata development.

Measures of comprehension and recall

would follow the reading of the second target passage.
Ihe present study could also be varied by examining
s u b j e c t B ' organization of schemata.

Following the

brainstorming task,

subjects could create a semantic map

vhich would prov i d e a graphic means of determining h o w they
categorized and structured information.

Combining this

activity with subject interviews might enable researchers to
determine h o w and why subjects incorporate relevant and/or
irrelevant concepts in a specific schemata.
Design and treatment activities could also be modified
b y providing mul t i p l e exposures to the tasks within
treatments,
redirection,

including mechanisms for feedback and
allowing collaboration among subjects, and

comparing with groups receiving only print formats.
Other means of modeling the link between old and new
information should also be explored in future research.

In

order to utilize computers in future research, m o r e advanced
hardware and software than the kind used in this study are
required to ma i n t a i n the link between old and new
information without imposing an artificial time gap caused
by processing requirements.
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INTEREST AND BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE SURVEY
Please do N O T write your name on this survey.
Since
responses will be anonymous, answer as honestly as possible.
The results of this survey will be used to construct reading
materials which will interest college students and be on
topics familiar to college students.
The range for both areas is from 1 (lowest interest or
amount of Knowledge) to 5 (highest interest or amount of
Knowledge).
Please rate each topic for BOTH your degree of interest in
reading a pass a g e on that topic and the degree of prior
Knowledge you already have on that t o p i c . Circle the rating
you choose.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE!
TOPIC— U.S. HISTORY
EUROPEAN DISCOVERY OF
AMERICA (1400 *8 - 1 6 0 0 1b )

PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE

INTEREST
1

5

3

3

5

I

5

3

3

5

COLONIAL AMERICA
(1607-1753)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
(1754-1783)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
AMERICAN REPUBLIC
(1784-1819)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

EXPANSION A N D DEVELOPMENT
OF THE AM E R I C A N WE S T
(1820-1849)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

SLAVERY# THE CIVIL WAR,
A N D RECONSTRUCTION
(1850-1869)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

AMERICAN INDUSTRIALIZATION
A N D REFORM (1870-1916)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

AMERICAN PARTICIPATION
IN WORLD W A R I A N D THE
ROARING TWENTIES (1917-1929)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

THE GREAT DEPRESSION
A N D AMERICAN PARTICIPATION
IN WORLD WAR II (1930-1959)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

AMERICA SINCE 1960

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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INTEREST AND BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE SURVEY
MEAN RATINGS
Topic--U.S. History ___________ Interest______Prior Knowledge
European Discovery of
2.29
5TT7
America ( 1 4 0 0 1s - 1 6 0 0 's)
Colonial America
(1607-1753)

2*58

2.43

The American Revolution
(1754-1783)

3.04

2*97

Development of the
American Republic
(1784-1819)

2*20

2*16

Expansion and Development
of the American West
(1820-1849)

2.40

2.21

Slavery, the Civil War,
and Reconstruction
(1850-1669)

3.40

3.23

American Industrialization
and Reform (1870-1916)

2.54

2.30

American Participation
In World War I and the
Roaring Twenties (1917-1929)

3.06

2.55

The Great Depression
and American Participation
in World War II (1930-1959)

3.28

2.91

America since 1960

3. 28

2.88
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PRIOR-KNOWLEDGE PRETEST
Reading selections are often developed without regard to
student interest or prior knowledge.
Students from the
spring semester helped select American History topics of
interest to college students.
Your help is needed to
determine which of these topics is most familiar to college
students.
The purpose of the following questions is to
identify depth of prior knowledge about the American History
topics.
Specifically, these questions focus on World War I,
World War II, the American Civil War, and the American
Revolutionary War.
Do not be alarmed if you do not know the
answers to all of the questions.
Do the best you can but
answer all questions.
Ihe results will be used in
developing reading materials.
You will need to fill in your name, ycur LSD ID number, and
all other responses using a NUMBER 2 PENCIL.
In the space for name on your answer sheet fill in your LAST
NAME, FIRST NAME, and MIDDLE INITIAL.
Darken the circles
which correspond to the letters in your name.
Above your name write the TIME your JD 0011 class meets and
your INSTRUCTOR'S NAME.
In the identification block write your LSU ID NUMBER (should
b e the same as your social security number).
Darken the
circles which correspond to the numbers in your ID.
THANK YOU FOR YO U R ASSISTANCE.
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1.
A.
B.
C.
D.

What was the length of the American Revolutionary War?
2 years
5 years
6 years
10 years

2.
Who was the conservative leader of Congress during the
American Revolutionary War?
A.
Thomas Jefferson
B.
John Dickinson
C.
Paul Revere
D.
George Washington
3.
A.
B.
C.
D.

What was the length of the Civil War?
4 years
6 years
8 years
10 years

4.
Approximately h o w many Americans from both sides died
during the Civil War?
A.
between 6,000 and 10,000
B.
between 50,000 and 75,000
C.
between 100,000 and 150,000
D.
between 400,000 and 600,000
5*
Who was the liberal leader of Congress during the
American Revolutionary War?
A.
Thomas Jefferson
B.
John Dickinson
C.
Paul Revere
D*
George Washington
6.
A.
B.
C.
D.

In what year did the United States join World War I?
1914
1917
1920
1942

7.
What were Americans who opposed the American Revolution
called?
A.
Campaigners
B.
Tories
C . Rebels
D.
Continentals
8.
Which state was the first to secede from the Union
during the Civil War?
A . South Carolina
B.
Mississippi
C.
Virginia
D.
Georgia

1C 7
9.
At the time of the American Revolutionary War, who were
Yankees?
A.
Canadians
B.
Indians
C.
Americans
D.
Englishmen
10.
Which of the following statements describes the
Continental Army during the American Revolution?
A.
They followed orders and fought
s h o u l d er-to-shoulder.
B.
They often temporarily deserted to go home and plant
crops *
C.
They were free from disease because of military
immunizations.
D.
They escaped the effects of inflation because of
substantial mil i t a r y housing and food.
11.
Who was the President of the Confederacy during the
Civil War?
A.
Abraham Lincoln
B . Robert E . Lee
C.
Jefferson Davis
D.
Ulysses S. Grant
12.
What European country was America's enemy during the
Revolutionary War?
A.
England
B.
Spain
C . France
D.
Switzerland
13.
What was the total number of nations who took part in
World War I?
A.
9
B.
14
C.
27
D.
38
14.
What European country was America's ally during the
Revolutionary War?
A.
England
B.
Spain
C.
France
D.
Switzerland
15. What marked the end of the Civil War?
A.
The surrender of General Grant at Vicksburg
B.
The surrender of General Lee at Appomattox
C.
The surrender of President Lincoln at Washington
D.
The surrender of General Sherman at Atlanta
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16. Who was President of the United States when America
entered World War 1?
A. W o o drow Wilson
B. Theodore Roosevelt
C. Herbert Hoover
D. Harry Truman
17.
A.
B.
C.
D.

How many colonies joined in the American Revolution?
7
19
13
12

18.
A.
B.
C.
P.

What was a blitzkrieg during World War
a German submarine
a lightning war
a Russian plane
an Austrian concentration camp

II?

19. What were American soldiers called during the American
Revolution?
A. Redcoats
B . British regulars
C. Continentals
D. Liberals
20.
What was the purpose of the enemy blockade during the
American Revolutionary War?
A.
to prevent supplies from reaching America.
B.
to keep American frontiersmen from crossing the
Appalachian Ridge.
C.
to rescue colonists who opposed the revolution.
D.
to support the efforts of the Sons of Liberty.
21. Which of the following countries was created as a new
nation following World War I?
A.
Poland
B.
Germany
C.
Bulgaria
P.
Rumania
22.
A.
B.
C.
D.

In what year did the American Revolutionary War end?
1775
1781
1871
1784

23. What led to America's entry into World War I?
A.
German submarines attacked American ships.
B.
America supported Austria's declaration of war on
Serbia.
C.
Russia threatened to attack the United States.
D.
Japanese planes attacked Pearl Harbor.

lf'9

24.
War
A.
B.
C.
D.

Who was President when the United States entered World
II?
Harry Truman
Theodore Roosevelt
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Herbert Hoover

25*
A.
B.
C.
D.

What marked the end of the American Revolutionary War?
The surrender
of General Washington at Boston.
The surrender
of General Cornwallis at Yorktown.
The surrender
of General York at Washington, B.C.
Hie surrender
of General Dickinson at Georgetown.

26.
A.
B.
C.
D.

What was a mu s k e t during the American Revolution?
a kind of tax
a type of gun
ammunition
part of a tent

27.
II?
A.
B.
C.
D.

What new weapon led to Japan's surrender in World War
atomic bomb
U-boat
B-57 bomber
aircraft carrier

28.
During the American Revolution, what was a British
regular?
A. a Continental
B.
an English soldier
C.
a member of the Continental Congress
P.
a member of the Conservatives
29. What advantage did the South have over the North during
the Civil War?
A.
Hie South had a greater number of people from which to
draw their fighting forces because they had more slaves.
B.
For the most part, Southerners were defending their
homes rather than invading enemy territory.
C.
More factories which produced guns, uniforms, and
ammunition we r e located in the South.
D.
Shipping routes and railroads were m o r e available in the
South enabling them to easily transport troops and supplies.
30.
the
A.
B.
C.
D.

When the United States entered World War II, wh o were
Allies?
Britain, th e Sovi et Uni on, and Ch i na
France, Germany, and Japan
Italy, Spain, and Portugal
Switzerland, England, and Belgium
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31*
A.
B.
C.
D.

How did Adolf Hitler die during World War II?
He was killed in battle.
He committed suicide.
He was killed by his own countrymen.
He was assassinated by a spy.

32.
Approximately h o w many American soldiers died in battle
during the American Revolution?
A. 6,000
B. 25,000
C. 60,000
D. 100,000
33* What was the general feeling of Americans toward
Loyalists during the American Revolution?
A.
They were considered to be patriotic and supportive of
the rebellion.
B.
They were considered criminals.
C.
They led citizen groups such as the Sons of Liberty.
D.
They became commanders of American troops.
34.
Why was George Washington selected to command the
American Revolutionary Army?
A. He was president.
B . He was aseasoned c a m p a i g n e r .
C. He was a
Loyalist.
D. He was a Congressional leader.
35. During the Civil War, what were the Monitor and the
Merrimack?
A.
types of guns
B.
the first ironclad ships
C.
battlegrounds
D.
laws named for the Congressional leaders who introduced
them
36. Which of the following contributed to the beginning of
the American Revolution?
A.
The president declared war.
B.
Frontiersmen were forbidden to cross the Appalachian
Ridge.
C.
Tories formed patriotic groups such as the Sons and
Daughters of Liberty.
D.
The American militia had completed its training and was
prepared for battle.

37.
During the Civil War, what was the Mason and Dixon's
Line?
A.
another name for the Underground Railroad by which
slaves escaped to freedom
B.
the boundary between slave and free states
C.
the forerunner of Eli Whitney's cotton gin
D*
a group of Abolitionists wh o protested the formation <
the Underground Railroad
38.
How did American soldiers differ from enemy soldiers
during the Revolutionary War?
A. American
soldiers had more fighting equipment.
B. American
soldiers were paid more.
C. American
soldiers fought in a traditional
shoulder-to-shoulder manner.
D. American
soldiers were generally u n t r a i n e d .
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NAME

FREE RECALL
LSU ID NUMBER

On this page, write down everything you can remember about
the pages you just read.
D o n 't worry about whether the
things you remember are important or not; just write them
down anyway.
What you write doesn't h a v e to be in
sentence/paragraph form, but you should express each idea
clearly enough that anyone who reads it will be able to
understand what you mean.
You can have as much time as you
need, and it is O K to write on the back.
The examiner can
get you m o r e paper if you need it.
When you have finished,
return your paper to the examiner.
Do your best and good
luck 1
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MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
Note*
Each question and response choices appeared on a
separate s c r e e n .
1.

2.

What was the length of the American
Revolutionary War?
A.

2 years

B.

5 years

C.

8 years

D.

10 years

Who was the liberal leader of
Congress during the American
Revolutionary War?
A.

3.

4.

Thomas Jefferson

B.

John Dickinson

C.

Paul Revere

D.

George Washington

Who was the conservative leader of
Congress during the American
Revolutionary War?
A.

Thomas Jefferson

B.

John Dickinson

C.

Paul Revere

D*

George Washington

What were Americans who opposed
the revolution called?
A.

Campaigners

B.

Tories

C.

Rebels

D.

Continentals

At the time of the American
Revolutionary War, who were
Yankees?
A.

Canadians

B.

Indians

C.

Americans

D.

Englishmen

What European country was America's
ally during the Revolutionary War?
A.

England

6*

Spain

C.

France

D.

Switzerland

Which of the following statements
describes the Continental Army
during the American Revolution?
A.

They followed orders and fought
s h o u l d e r - t o - s h oulder.

B.

They often temporarily deserted
to go h o m e and plant c r o p s •

C.

They were free from disease
b ecause of military
immunizations.

D*

They escaped the effects of
inflation because of substantial
military housing and food.

What European country was America's
enemy during the Revolutionary War?
A.

England

B.

Spain

C.

France

D*

Switzerland
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How m a n y American colonies
the Revolution?

10.

11.

A.

7

B.

19

C.

13

D.

12

joined in

In what year did the
American Revolutionary war end?
A.

1775

B.

1781

C.

1871

D.

1784

What we r e American soldiers
called during the American
Revolution?
A.

Redcoats

B.

British regulars

C.

Continentals

D.

Liberals

1 2 . What was the purpose of the enemy
blockade during the American
Revolutionary War?
A.

t o prevent supplies from
reaching America.

B.

to ke e p American frontiersmen from
crossing the Appalachian Ridge.

C.

to rescue colonists who opposed the
revolution.

D.

to support the efforts of the
Sons of Liberty.

What marked the end of the American
Revolutionary War?
A.

The surrender of General
Washington at Boston.

B.

The surrender of General
Cornwallis at Yorktown.

C.

The surrender of General
at Washington, D.C.

D.

The surrender of General
Dickinson at Georgetown.

York

Approximately h o w many American
soldiers died in battle during the
Ame r i c a n Revolution?
A.

6,000

B.

25,000

C.

60,000

D.

100,000

What was a musket during the
American Revolution?
A.

a kind of tax

B.

a type of gun

C.

ammunition

D.

part of a tent

During the American Revolution,
what w a s a British regular?
A.

a Continental

B.

a English soldier

C.

a member of the Continental
Congress

What vas the general feeling of
Americans toward Loyalists during
the American Revolution?
A*

They were considered to be
patriotic and supportive of the
rebellion.

B.

They were considered criminals*

C.

They led citizen groups such as
the Sons of Liberty.

P.

They became commanders of
American troops.

How did American soldiers differ
from enemy soldiers during the
Revolutionary War?
A.

American soldiers had more
fighting e q u i p m e n t .

B.

American soldiers were paid
more.

C.

American soldiers fought in a
traditional
shoulder-to-shoulder manner.

D.

American soldiers were
generally untrained*

Why was George Washington selected
to command the American
Revolutionary Army?
A.

He was p r e s i d e n t .

B.

He was a seasoned campaigner.

C.

He was a Loyalist*

P.

He was a Congressional leader

Which of the following contributed
to the beginning of the American
Revolution?
A.

The president declared war.

B.

Frontiersmen were forbidden to
cross the Appalachian Ridge.

C.

Tories formed patriotic groups
such as the Sons and Daughters
of L i b e r t y .

D.

The American militia had
completed itB training and was
prepared for battle.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR BRAINSTORMING

Notej

Text printed in upper-case should be read aloud to

the s u b j e c t .
THINK ABOUT WH A T YOU KNOW A B O U T THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION.

PLEASE USE YOUR PAST EXPERIENCE AN D KNOWLEDGE

IN IDENTIFYING ANY IDEAS,

EVENTS,

OR PEOPLE WHICH RELATE TO

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

I WILL TYPE THESE WORDS INTO THE

COMPUTER FOR YOU A S YOU LIST THEM.
When the student appears to be finished, wait about
seconds and ask,

"ARE THERE ANY OTHER IDEAS, EVENTS,

PEOPLE THAT YOU W OULD LIKE TO A D D TO THE LIST?"

OR

?

APPENDIX F
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Feature Analysis
CIVIL WAR
DIRECTIONS!
The following grid consists of categories
(listed horizontally) and features (listed vertically) which
m a y be characteristic of items in a particular category.
Indicate the presence (+) or absence (-) of the feature for
each category.
A feature may be shared by more than one
category.
______
NORTH___________ SOUTH
Seceded from the Union
More densely populated
Red, white, and b l u e llag
Nicknamed "Rebels"
Confederacy
Military forces led by Robert E. Lee
-----Ant1-slavery

Union

-.

11

~

More industrialized
"
Gray uniforms
More transportation routes
Nicknamed "Yankees"
"
...... .
Executive O f f i c e r — Abraham Lincoln_____________________________
Military forces led by Ulysses S. Grant ' *
Pro-slavery
--_______________________________ ________
Favored "States' Rights
Agricultural econoiny
....... ..............................
blue unllorats
...... .
Executive Offleer--Jefferson Davis
Four-year presidential terms
bought from 1861-1865
Slx-yeai^presldential terms
""
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APPENDIX G
TARGET PASSAGE
AND PUBLISHER'S PERMISSION TO REPRINT

PLEASE NOTE:
Copyrighted materials In this document
have not been filmed at the request of
the author. They are available for
consultation, however. In the author's
university library.
These consist of pages:
126-129

University:

Micrcxilms
International

300 N. 2EEB RD . ANN ARBOR. Ml 4B106 <3131 761-4700

a

E. P. D U T T O N
2 P A R K A V E N U E • N E W YORK, N.Y. 10016
(212) 725-1818 • C A B L E : E P D U T T O N N Y K • TELEX: 12-5836

April 28, 1987

Ms. Rhonda Atkinson
4445 Hyacinth
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
Ref.: pp. 24-26 frcm
AS I SAW IT: WOMEN WHO LIVED TOE AMERICAN ADVENTURE
by Cheryl G. Hoople

Dear Ms. Atkinson:
Thank you for your letter of April 21, 1987*
We are pleased to grant you permission to Include the above selection
In your dissertation entitled "Factors Affecting Developmental
College Readers* Abilities to Mobilize and Use Prior Knowledge."
Covering the territory of the Louisiana State University, this grant
is far one-time use only.
i1

This permission does not include any copyrighted matter fhcm other
sources that may be incorporated in the material.
We shall require that full credit be given to the source of the
material as follows:
"Ercra AS I SAW IT: WOMEN WHO LIVED THE AMERICAN ADVENTURE
by Cheryl G. Hoople. Copyright (c) 1978 by Cheryl G.
Hoople. Reprinted by permission of the publisher,
Dial Books for Young Readers."
Sincerely,

Rita Lbh
Permissions
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BUFFER
DIRECTIONS!

Circle the answer which you think is correct

for each question.

You have 2 minutes to answer as many of

these as possible.
1.

Which number is repeated first in the following series?
1

3

4

9

7

6

8

5

1

5

4

7

9

2

1

8

3

6

2.
If you are facing west and turn left, then make an
about-face and turn left again, in which direction are you
facing?
A.
3.

east

B.

north

C.

vest

D. south

E.

southwest

Which number in the following series is incorrect?

4.

12 8
15 11
3 7 13
21 19
A.
11
B.
19
C.
8
D.
20 is to 30 as 10 is to ________ ?

A.

5

5.

Which set of letters is different from the other 3 sets.

A.

EFGE

B.

B.

25

BCDB

C.

C.

60

KLML

D.

D.

24
18

18

33

B.

7

C.

24

17

15

E.

10

OP0O

6.
One number in the series b e l o w is incorrect.
should that number be?
3
4
6
9
13
18
24
33
A.

E.

What

D.

31

E.

32

D.

4

E.

24

7. How many sixths are in 12/2?
A.

6

B.

1

C.

36

8.

A car travels 50 miles when a train travels 40 miles.

How many m i u ldes will the car travel when the train travels
60 miles?
A.

60 mi.

B.

50 mi.

C.

70 mi.

P.

75 mi.

E.

80 mi.
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9.

In h o w m a n y days of the week does the third letter of

the day's name immediately follow the first leter of the
day's name in the alphabet?
A.

10.

1

B. 2

C.

3

D.

4

E.

5

Three empty boxes weigh 9 lbs. and each box holds

lbs. of books.

11

How much do 2 full boxes of books weight

together?
A.

20 lbs.

B.

40 lbs.

C.

14 lbs.

D. 28 lbs. E.

15 lbs.

APPENDIX I
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TARGET PASSAGE KEYS
R e v o l u t i o n a r y ;Revolution;rebeljrebels ;
E n g l i s h m e n ;English;england;britain;british;great
britainjredcoats;
george;george washington;washington;
t h c m a s ;jefferson;thomas jef ferson;
C o n g r e s s ;Continental Congress;
American s ; A m e r i c a n ; A m e r ica;United s t a t e s ;
Yankee;Yankees;
freedom;free;freedom of speech;free speech;
s o l d i e r ;s o l d i e r s ;
i n d e p e n d e n t ;independence;
colonials;colonies jcolonyjcolonial;
defense;defe n d ; d e f e n d e d;d e f e n s e s ;
t a x a t i o n ;t a x ;t a x e s ;taxation without representation;
s t a m p ;s t a m p s ;stamp tax;
tea;tea party;boston tea party;
patriots ; p a t r i o t ; p a t r i o tic;
army ;armies;
thirteen armies;thirteen colonies;
war;wars;
battles ; b a t t l e ; b a t t l e f i eld;
d e m o c r a c y ;d e m o c r a t i c ;
Continentals c o n t i n e n t a l army;
Franee;French;
troops;troop;
f i g h t ;f o u g h t ;fighting;
m u s k e t ; g u n ; r i f l e ; m u s k e t s;guns;r i f l e s ;
b a y o n e t ;b a y o n e t s ;
b o y c o t t e d ;b o y c o t t ;b o y c o t t s ;
i m p o r t e r s ;i m p o r t e r ;i m p o r t ;i m p o r t e d ;imports;
T o r i e s ;T o r y ;
L o y a l i s t s ;l o y a l i s t ;
militiamen;militia;
v i c t o r y ;v i c t o r i e s ;
ammunition b o x ;ammunition;bullet;bullets;bullet pouch;
i n f a n t r y m a n ;infantrym e n ;infantry;
s ick n e ss ; i l l n e s s ;s i c k ;
snow;cold;
b l o c k a d e s ;b l o c k a d e ;
s u r r e n d e r e d ;s u r r e n d e r ;
sword;swords;
ki;>g;king of england;

APPENDIX J
DETERMINATION OF CELL SIZE

Determination of Cell Size

*Ihe following computational

formula was used to

establish cell sizes for a large effect size of

.60*

n - (Z - Z )
780

where Z

■ 1,96

Z

- -.84

Using this formula,

n * 13.

Two additional

subjects

were added to each group to insure adequate sample size.

APPENDIX K
REVISED DIRECTIONS FOR BRAINSTORMING
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR BRAINSTORMING

Note* Text, printed in upper-case should be read aloud to the
subject.

THINK A B O U T W H A T YOU KNOW ABOUT THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION.

PLEASE USE YOUR PAST EXPERIENCE A N D KNOWLEDGE

IN IDENTIFYING A N Y

IDEAS,

EVENTS,

PEOPLE,

PLACES,

OR DATES WHICH RELATE TO THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

THINGS,
YOU CAN

IDENTIFY GENERAL CONCEPTS AND/OR SPECIFIC DETAILS.
IDENTIFY SINGLE W ORDS AND/OR PHRASES.

YOU CAN

FOR EXAMPLE, YOU

COULD IDENTIFY A SPECIFIC PERSON LIKE GEORGE WASHINGTON
BECAUSE HE FOUGHT IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION OR YOU COULD
IDENTIFY A GENERAL CONCEPT LIKE SOLDIER.

I WILL TYPE THESE

WORDS INTO THE COMPUTER FOR YOU AS YOU LIST THEM.
When the student appears to be finished, wait about
seconds and ask,
PLACES,
LIST?"

THINGS,

"ARE THERE A N Y OTHER EVENTS,

IDEAS,

5

PEOPLE,

OR DATES THAT YOU W OULD LIKE TO AD D TO THE

APPENDIX L
BUFFER ACTIVITY 2
(RESEARCH STUDY)
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BUFFER ACTIVITY 2
DIRECTIONSt

Circle the answer which you think is correct

for each question.

You have 2 minutes to answer as many of

these as possible.

1.
If you are facing west and turn left, then make an
about-face and turn left again, in which direction are you
facing?
A.

east

B.

2.

20 is_____ to 30 as 10 is to ____ ?
B.

north

Which set of letters is different from the other 3 sets?

A.

EFGE

KLML

D.

E. southwest

3.

C.

60

D. south

5

BCDB

C.

west

A.

B.

25

C.

D.

15

33

B.

7

C.

24

10

OPQO

4.
Cne number in the series b elow is incorrect.
should that number be?
3
4
6
9
13
18 24
33
A.

E.

What

D.

31

F.

32

D.

4

E.

24

5. How many sixths are in 12/2?
A.

6

B.

1

C.

36
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SUBJECT CONSENT AND SCHEDULING FORM
NAME __________________________________________________________
You have been selected to participate in a research Btudy
which is being conducted by one of the Reading Lab
instructors as part of her doctoral dissertation.
Although
the study concerns reading, research sessions are NOT part
of the JD 0011 Reading course.
Participation in the study
is voluntary and will require approximately an hour of your
time.
The research sessions will take place in either
Peabody Hall or Allen Hall.
Y E S — I will participate.

________________________________

What is the best time of day for your session?
indicate 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices.
7*30-8*30
12*30-1 *30
8*30-9*30
1*30-2*30
9*30-10*30
2*30-3*30
1 0 130-11 *30
3 *3 0 - 4 130
_____ 11*30-12*30_________________ 4*30-5*30
______ After £ 1 3i3

Please

Which dates are best for your session?
Please indicate
1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices.
_____ Friday, October 17
_____ Friday, October 24
_____ Monday, October 20
_____ Monday, October 27
_____ Tuesday, October 21
_____ Tuesday, October 28
_____ Wednesday, October 22
_____ Wednesday, October 29
Thursday, October 23
N O — I will be unable to participate__________________________
A reminder of the time and date of your session will be
placed in your folder within 48 hours of your scheduled
appointment.
If you have any further questions or if you
will be unable to ke e p your appointment, please contact
RHONDA A T K I N S O N
150 B ALLEN HALL
388-8527 work
387-2632 home
YOUR PARTICIPATION IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.
THANK YOUi
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NAME _______________
_______________
Your research session is scheduled' for
_____________________(date) at ________________ (time) in room
of
.
If you are unable to meet at this time, please contact me
immediately to set up another appointment.
RHONDA ATKINSON
150B ALLEN HALL
388-8527 work
387-2632 home
THANK YOU1
Your session is scheduled
NAME _________________
for
(date) at
______________ (time).
You
will be given a reminder (including the location of the
session) within 48 hours of this scheduled time.
If you are
unable to meet at this time, please contact m e immediately
to set up another a p p o i n t m e n t .
RHONDA ATK I N S O N
150B ALLEN HALL
388-8527 work
387-2632 home
THANK Y O U 1
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EXAMINER INSTRUCTIONS
First., thank you for participating.
Your assistance is
appreciated mo r e than you will ever k n o w (unless you try tc
write a dissertation 1)*
If you ever need to get in touch
with me, my office phone number is 368-8527 and my home
number is 387-2632.
My office is 150B Allen in the Junior
Divisior.
You will receive a copy of each d a y ’s schedule.
This
includes the s u b j e c t ’s name and their group, the examiner,
and the location*
Each day you will pick up the packets for
the subjects you will be seeing.
Each packet consists of a
cover sheet and pertinent materials*
You will also pick up
a computer diskette.
On the cover sheet will be the subject's name, the
examiner's name, the time of the appointment, and the
location of the appointment.
The cover sheet also
identifies the g r oup to which the subject is assigned and
the sequence of activities to be followed.
When each student arrives, greet them and make sure you have
the right student and not someone just wandering in.
Tell
them your name and get started.
In order to complete each
appointment on schedule, you need to work quickly.
These students have been reminded of their appointment times
and most of them will remember*
If they still haven't shown
up at about 10 or 5 until the hour, give up.
For your information, the study focuses on 4 groups:
Group 1 receives computer highlighted information and verbal
directions to use the words they b r a i n s t o r m e d . .
Group 2 receives verbal directions to use the words they
brainstormed.
Group 3 receives no directions to use the words they
brainstormed.
Group 4 does not b r a instorm but does a vocabulary task.
The following page shows the sequence of activities for each
group so you can see the similarities and differences among
groups.
Each subject packet will have a copy of the
appropriate sequence on the cover sheet of the packet.
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GROUP 1
1.
BRAINSTORMING (computer)
2.
HIDDEN FIGURES TEST (paper and pencil— TIME 12 M I N U T E S )
3.
TARGET PASSACE— HIGHLIGHT WITH VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS
(computer)
4.
BUFFER
(paper and pencil— TIME 2 MINUTES)
5*
FREE RECALL (paper and pencil)
6.
MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
(computer)
GROUP 2
1.
BRAINSTORMING
(computer)
2.
HIDDEN FIGURES TEST (paper and pencil— TIME 12 MINUTES)
3.
TARGET PASSAGE— VERHAL INSTRUCTIONS ONLY
(computer)
If using a stopwatch# record starting time as 0.P0.
4.
BUFFER
(paper and pencil— TIME 2 MINUTES)
5.
FREE RECALL (paper and pencil)
6.
MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
(computer)
GROUP 3
1.
BRAINSTORMING
(computer)
2.
HIDDEN FIGURES TEST (paper and pencil— TIME 12 MINUTES)
3.
TARGET PASSAGE
(computer)
4.
BUFFER
(paper and pen c i l — TIME 2 MINUTES)
5.
FREE RECALL (paper and pencil)
6.
MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
(computer)
GROUP 4
1.
VOCABLUARY INSTRUCTION
(paper and pencil)
2.
HIDDEN FIGURES TEST (paper and pencil— TIME 12 MINUTES)
3.
TARGET PASSAGE
(computer)
4.
BUFFER
(paper and pencil TIME— 2 MINUTES)
5.
FREE RECALL (paper and pencil)
6.
MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
(computer)
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LOCATION
You will administer the treatment in one of three
places:
1.
150A Allen (Dr. Bader's O f f i c e - F i r s t door on the right
after you enter Junior Division)
2.
136 Allen (Bach cubbyhole in Dr. Gebert's office in the
Special Services area of Junior Division)
3.
107 Peabody— First floor, m i d d l e of the short hall.
If
this location is not open, go to room 114 (the other
computer lab in the middle of the long hall) or room 105
(next door to 107).
Tell one of the workers that you are
participating in the research project for Fhonda Atkinson
and need to get into Room 107.
Let them know when you leave
so they can lock up.

USING THE COMPUTER
If possible, have the program loaded when the student
arrives.

When you insert the disk,

the computer will ask

the following!
A PPLE II E/ APPLE II plus
TYPE

1/2

1
N o w the program should automatically load and you will

see the first menu.
and reload.

If it does not, turn off the machine

If it still does not load, turn the machine

off, turn the disk over, and try reloading the back side of
the disk
loaded,

If you are in Allen and you still can't get it
come back to my office and get another diskette.

you are in Peabody,

If

try another computer.

The program you are using is designed to be ae
"user-friendly" as possible.

It does, however,

AL L INFORMATION BE TYPES IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

require that

T H E R E F O R E , THE

FIRST THING YOU SHOULD DO IS SET THE CAPS LOCK.

(But if you

1 <9

forget,

the computer will remind y o u — You can't enter

information unless the caps lock is on.)
The p r o gram comes up with a menu screen.

You want tc

ENTER DATA SO type E.
The first thing the computer asks for is identification
of group,

subject,

ID, test, and text.

You will type in the

following for each s t u d e n t :
CROUP— type 1,2,3,

or 4 according to the assignment on the

packet.
NAME--type in the students first and last name
LSU ID

type in the student's LSU ID number

TEST— type TEST
T E X T — type TEXT
If everything is correct type C for CONTINUE;
want to change anything,

If you

type E for ENTER and the cursor

will go back to the line for GROUP.
After you CONTINUE, the computer will ask PRINT LOG
(Y/N)
Type N (because you won't h a v e a printer hooked up.)

BRAINSTORKINC— GROUPS 1,

2, 3

USE THE S H EET L A B ELED BRAINSTORMING IN THE PACKET.
Read the subject the information in CAPITAL LETTERS.
The students you will be working with are college
developmental readers.

They have been selected on the basis

of their prior knowledge about the American Revolution;
however,

they may be uncertain of what they know when asked

to identify words,

etc.

for you in the brainstorming

ISC

seesion.

You can be reassuring

(i.e.,

"good," "OK,"

"fine,"

but you CANNOT tell them if their answers are right or
wrong 1

If they specifically ask,

"Is this right?"

something like,

"There aren't any really right

answers because

I want to know what you think,

just say

or wrong
so if this if

what you associate with the American Revolution,

then it is

right for you."
If they say "I DON'T KNOW,"
ANYTHING," etc.

"I CAN'T THINK OF

try to elicit so«ne responses by repeating

the example of George Washington and soldier.

Or,

say

something like,

"There aren't any really right or wrong

answers because

I want to know what you think.

Just tell me

anything at all you associate with the American Revolution."
If the student gets confused and names unrelated or
irrelevant terms
South,

(i .e., terms from the Civil W a r — North,

Rebels, Abraham Lincoln,

etc.) type them in anyway

juBt as though they were correct.

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CORRECT

THE STUDENT.
Be sure to spell each word corr e c t l y — -especially if you
h a v e a GROUP 1 subject.
return key.

If you misspell a word,

press the

The computer will display

ENTER/CONTINUE/LIST
Type E for ENTER.
you want to change.

The computer will ask what number

Type in that number.

finished making corrections,

When you are

press the return key again.

When you finish the list type C for continue.
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NOW GO TO THE PAPER AND PENCIL HIDDEN FIGURES TEST.

VOCABULARY INSTRUCTION— CROUP 4 ONLY
Vocabulary instruction takes the place of the
brainstorming activity for subjects in group 4.
brainstorming activity,

Like the

this is the first item in the

sequence for subjects in group 4.

The computer will cue you

for it after you enter in the information about name,

ID,

etc.
Read
WAR"

the directions aloud on the page labeled "CIVIL

found in the subject's packet.

Allow them to complete

this activity.
NOW GO TO THE PAPER AND PENCIL HIDDEN FIGURES TEST.

HIDDEN FIGURES TEST
This
more

activity is found in the packet.

than 15 total minutes on this activity.

Do not spend
Read

the

directions aloud and allow students to use the remainder of
the time to work the problems.

PASSAGE
Prior to the start of the passage for groups 1, 2, and
3, review the words subjects identified using the page
labeled p a s sage instructions in the packet.

The words will

come up a u t omatically on the computer.
After you complete the words,
the t e x t .

type CONTINUE to begin
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The student can turn screens backward and forward for
him/herself.

Tell them that the right and left arrow keys

at the bo t t o m of the keyboard "turn" the text pages.
they seem hesitant,

If

do it for them as they direct you

forward or backward.

Be sure to let them sit directly in

front of the screen so they can see it clearly.
IF STUDENTS ASK YOU TO PRONOUNCE OR TELL THEM THE
MEANING OF A WORD,

TELL THEM YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO DO SO.

TELL THEM TO DO THE BEST THEY CAN ON THEIR OWN.
You need to keep track of the TOTAL TIME a student
takes to read the passage.

When the passage begins,

the starting time on the first page of the p a c k e t .
as the student completes the passage,

record
As soon

record the ending

time.
Because of the mystical manner in which computers
operate,

sometimes the computer will seem to "freeze” while

displaying the passage or questions.
clearing m e m o r y spaces.

It is actually

It will resume after 20-30 seconds.

Do NOT press any k e y — just be patient.

BUFFER A C T I V I T Y 2
The computer will cue you for this paper/pencil
activity.

Following the passage,

give students the page

labeled BUFFER ACTIVITY 2 in the packet.
complete this activity.

Allow 2 minutes to

FREE RECALL
The computer will cue you for this paper/pencil
activity.

Immediately following the buffer, give students

the page labeled FREE RECALL.

Read the directions aloud an

let them begin work on this eectior.

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
The mul t i p l e choice questions follow the cue for the
free recall on the computer.

Turn down the brightness on

the screen until students are ready to continue.
question is presented on a separate screen.
answer the student tells you.

Each

Type in the

Do not read the

questions/answers for the students or tell them any words.
The student cannot go back and change answers.
Although typists are used to keeping their hands ready
at the keyboard, put your hands in your lap while waiting
for the student to respond.

By leaving your fingers on the

keys, you could accidentally give an answer away to a
watchful student.
To answer,

type the letter of the correct answer and

press RETURN.
When the student finishes this section,
will ask if you want to save the record.

the computer

Type Y.

Thank th<

student for participating and tell them that Mrs. Atkinson
will record their extra hour of credit on their folder.

APPENDIX O
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GROUP 1 TREATMENT ACTIVITIES
1.
BRAINSTORMING (c o m p u t e r )
2.
HIDDEN FIGURES TEST (paper and pencil— TIME 12 MINUTES)
3.
TARGET PASSACE— HIGHLIGHT WITH VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS
(computer)
If using a stopwatch, record starting time as 0.00.
* * * START TIME _________________
* * * E N D TIME
4.
5.
S.

BUFFER
(paper and pencil— TIME 2 MINUTES)
FREE RECALL (paper and pencil)
MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
(computer)

SUBJECT
EXAMINER
APPOINTMENT TIME/DATE
APPOIN T M E N T L O CATION
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GROUP 2 TREATMENT ACTIVITIES
1.
2.
3.

BRAINSTORMING
(computer)
HIDDEN FIGURES TEST (paper and pencil— TIME 12 MINUTES)
TARGET PASSAGE— VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS O N L Y
(computer)
If using a stopwatch, record starting time as 0.P0.
* * * START TIME _________________

* * * E N D TIME
4.
5.
6.

BUFFER
(paper and pencil— TIME 2 MINUTES)
FREE RECALL (paper and pencil)
MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
(computer)

SUBJECT
EXAMINER
APPOINTMENT TIME/DATE
APPOIN T M E N T LOCATION
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GROUP 3 TREATMENT ACTIVITIES
1.
2.
3.

BRAINSTORMING
(computer)
HIDDEN FIGURES TEST (paper and pencil— TIME 12 MINUTES)
TARGET PASSAGE
(computer)
If using a stopwatch, record starting time as 0.00.
* * * START TIME _________________
* * * END TIME __________________

4.

BUFFER

(paper and pencil— TIME 2 MINUTES)

5.
6.

FREE RECALL (paper and pencil)
MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
(computer)

SUBJECT
EXAMINER
APPOINTMENT TIME/DATE
APPOI N T M E N T LOCATION
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GROUP 4 TREATMENT ACTIVITIES
1.
2.
3.

VOCABULARY INSTRUCTION
(paper and pencil)
HIDDEN FIGURES TEST (paper and
pencil— TIME 12 MINUTES)
TARGET PASSAGE
(computer)
If using a stopwatch, record starting time as 0 . 0 0 ,
* * * START TIME

* * * E N D TIME __________________
4.
5.
6.

BUFFER
(paper and pencil TIME— 2 MINUTES)
FREE RECALL (paper and pencil)
MULTIPLE CHOICE POSTTEST
(computer)

SUBJECT
EXAMINER
APPOINTMENT TIME/DATE
APPOINTMENT LOCATION

APPENDIX P
PASSAGE INSTRUCTIONS
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GROUP 1 PASSAGE INSTRUCTIONS
Notet Text printed in upper-case should be read aloud to the
subject.
HERE ARE THE WORDS YOU IDENTIFIED AS BEING RELATED TO
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION*

(Read aloud from screen)

IN THE NE X T ACTIVITIES YOU W I L L BE READING A PASSAGE
A B O U T THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION A N D LATER ANSWERING QUESTIONS
A B O U T THE PASSAGE.

BOTH THE PASSAGE A N D THE QUESTIONS WILL

BE PRESENTED ON THE MICROCOMPUTER TERMINAL.

WHEN YOU READ

THE PASSAGE YOU M A Y GO BACK AND REREAD SECTIONS WHEN
NECESSARY;

HOWEVER, AFTER YOU COMPLETE THE PASSAGE YOU WILL

N O T BE A B L E TO REFER TO IT WHILE ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS.
THE WORDS YOU JU S T LISTED A RE WHAT YOU A LREADY KNOW
A B O U T THE AME R I C A N REVOLUTION.

SOME OF THESE WORDS A N D

CONCEPTS W I L L PROBABLY APPEAR IN THE PASSAGE.

THE WORDS MPY

N O T APPEAR IN THE PASSAGE EXACTLY AS YO U SAID THEM— THEY MAY
BE SINGULAR,

RATHER THAN PLURAL;

PRESENT TENSE*

ETC.

FOR EXAMPLE,

PAST TENSE RATHER THAN
IF YOU SAID "MAN" THE

COMPUTER W O U L D LO C A T E "MEN" AS W E L L AS THE EXACT MATCH
"M-A-N.H
THINK A B O U T THESE WORDS AN D WHAT YOU KNOW A BOUT THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION AS YOU READ THE PASSAGE.

TRY TO USE

THIS INFORMATION AS THE BASIS FOR WHAT YOU WILL BE READING.
THE WORDS YOU LISTED,

OR OTHER FORMS OF THE WORDS, WILL BF

HIGHLIGHTED BY THE COMPUTER IN THE TEXT YOU WILL READ SO YOU
CAN SEE H O W W H A T YOU A LREADY KNOW RELATES TO W H A T YOU WILL

BE READING.

WH E N A WO RD HAS BEEN HIGHLIGHTED,

APPEAR AS BLACK LETTERS IN A WHITE BOX.

IT WILL

]6 2
GROUP 2 PASSAGE INSTRUCTIONS
Note: Text printed in upper-case should be read aloud to the
subject.
HERE ARE THE WORDS YOU IDENTIFIED AS BEING RELATED TO
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

(Read aloud from screen)

IN THE NEXT ACTIVITIES YOU WILL BE READING A PASSAGE:
A B O U T THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION A N D LATER ANSWERING QUESTIONS
A BOUT THE PASSAGE.

BOTH THE PASSAGE A ND THE QUESTIONS WILL

BE PRESENTED ON THE MICROCOMPUTER TERMINAL.

WHEN YOU READ

THE PASSAGE YOU MAY GO BACK AND REREAD SECTIONS WHEN
NECESSARY;

HOWEVER, AFTER YOU COMPLETE THE PASSAGE YOU WILL

N O T BE ABLE TO REFER TO IT WHILE ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS.
THE WORDS YOU JUST LISTED ARE WHAT YOU ALREADY KNOW
A B O U T THE AM E R I C A N REVOLUTION.

SOME OF THESE WORDS A N D

CONCEPTS W I L L PROBABLY APP E A R IN THE PASSAGE.

THE WORDS MAY

N O T APPEAR IN THE PASSAGE EXACTLY AS YOU SAID THEM— THEY MAY
BE SINGULAR,

RATHER THAN PLURAL;

PRESENT TENSE,

PAST TENSE RATHER THAN

ETC.

THINK A B O U T THESE WORDS AN D WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION AS YOU READ THE PASSAGE.

TRY TO USE

THIS INFORMATION AS THE BASIS FOR WHAT YOU WILL BE R E A D I N G .

:e3
GROUP 3 PASSAGE INSTRUCTIONS
Notei Text printed in upper-case should be read aloud to the
subject.
HERE ARE THE WORDS YOU IDENTIFIED AS BEING RELATED TO
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

(Read aloud from screen)

IN THE NEXT ACTIVITIES YOU WILL BE READING A PASSAGE
A B O U T THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION A N D LATER ANSWERING QUESTIONS
A BOUT THE PASSAGE.

BOTH THE PASSAGE AN D THE QUESTIONS WILL

BE PRESENTED ON THE MICROCOMPUTER TERMINAL.

WHEN YOU READ

THE PASSAGE YOU M A Y GO BACK AND REREAD SECTIONS WHEN
NECESSARY;

HOWEVER, AFTER YOU COMPLETE THE PASSAGE YOU WILL

NOT BE ABLE TO REFER TO IT WHILE ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS.

GROUP 4 PASSAGE' INSTRUCTIONS
Note: Text printed in upper-case should be read aloud to th
subject.
IN THE NEXT ACTIVITIES YOU WILL BE READING A PASSAGE
A BOUT THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION AN D LATER ANSWERING QUESTIONS
ABOUT THE PASSAGE.

BOTH THE PASSAGE A N D THE QUESTIONS WILL

BE PRESENTED ON THE MICROCOMPUTER TERMINAL.

WHEN YOU READ

THE PASSAGE YOU M A Y GO BACK AND REREAD SECTIONS WHEN
NECESSARY;

HOWEVER,

AFTER YOU COMPLETE THE PASSAGE YOU WILL

NOT BE ABLE TO REFER TO IT WHILE ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS.

APPENDIX Q
EXAMPLES OF DATA PRINTOUTS
A N D CODING EXPLANATIONS
BY GROUP
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DATA PRINTOUT
Notet
(code)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Explanatory information in parentheses.
(response)
(meaning)
1
(group ID)
Jaime
(first name)
Guierriero
(last name)
436259839
(ID number)
test
(test d e s c r i p t o r )
text
(text descriptor)
20
(highlighted words)
0
(lookbacks)
13
(1ook forward s )
9
(total c o r r e c t )
20
(total test)
C
(posttest questions)
B
B
D
A
C
A
D
B
C
A
D
B
D
B
A
B
A
A
D
Declaration
of Independence
(generated word)
Battle of Lexington
Washington
1778
1781
British
1776
#George;George Washington
(hey)
#E n g l i s h m e n ; E n g l i s h ;England;
Britain;Great Britain;
Redcoats

If-7

DATA PRINTOUT
Note*
(code)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.
10.
11.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Explanatory information in parentheses.
(response)
2
Rhonda
Encalade
436132310
test
text
1
14
15
20
C
B
C
A
A
B
A
D
C
C
A
B
B
D
B
C
D
C
A
D
George Washington
flag
death

(meaning)
(group ID)
(first name)
(last name)
(ID number)
(test descriptor)
(text descriptor)
(l o o k b a c k s )
(look forwards)
(total correct)
(total test)
(posttest questions)

(generated word)
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DATA PRINTOUT
Note:
(code)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8*
9.
10.
11.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Explanatory information in parentheses.
(response)
3
liori
Esser
4 3 B 5 1 3000
test
text
3
16
11
20
C
D
8
D
A
C
D
D
C
D
D
B
B
D
A
A
D
C
B
A
Battle of Bunker Hill
Fort Knox

(meaning)
(group ID)
(first name)
(last name)
(ID n u m b e r )
(test descriptor)
(text descriptor)
(lookbacks)
(look forwards)
(total correct)
(total test)
(posttest questions)

(generated word)
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DATA PRINTOUT
Note:
(code)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8*
9*
10.
11•
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Explanatory information in parentheses.
(response)
4
Mark
Denino
433536826
test
text
8
21
16
20
C
A
A
C
D
A
A
D
C
C
A
B
B
D
D
A
D
A
D
A

(meaning)
(group ID)
(first name)
(last name)
(ID number)
(test descriptor)
(text descriptor)
(lookbacks)
(look forwards)
(total correct)
(total test)
(posttest questions)

APPENDIX R
PARSED TARGET PASSAGE

PARSED TARGET PASSAGE
1

Private John Skeels left his Vermont home

to fight in the Revolutionary War with his required
equipment
2 — one m u s k e t »
3 one bullet pouch,
4 one tomahawk.
5

What made m e n like John Skeels fight their fellow

Englishmen for eight long years?
6 Even the Founding Fathers had difficulty answering that
question,
7 and thei r r e p l y ,
6 the only one that makes sense today,
9 was that they fought for liberty.
10 “We have

counted the cost of this contest

11 and find

nothing so dreadful as voluntary slavery,"

12 wrote Thomas Jefferson and John Dickinson,
13 liberal and conservative leaders of Congress.
14

But what were these prosperous Americans saying?

15 They w e r e not oppressed people;
16 they were among the busiest,
17 most free,
18 most hopeful people in the world.
19 Yet when a Yankee spoke of slavery,
20 he did not always mean physical servitude.
21 A threat
freedom

to his dreams offended a Yankee's

sense cf

17?
22 as much as if a British soldier held a bayonet at his
throat.
?3 Years of fighting for survival in a bountiful but
dangerous wilderness
24 had m a d e Americans self-reliant,
25 suspicious,
26 and extremely independent.
27 When the British drew a line down the Appalachian Bidge
28 and forbid frontiersmen to cross it,
29 Americans got their backs up.
30 When the English wanted the colonials to help pay for
British defense of their lands,
31 Americans said no.
32

Taxation without representation became the rallying

cry.
33 A stamp tax on documents?
34 Not a stamp was sold in twelve colonies.
35 Duties on glass, paint, paper,

and tea?

36 Sons and Daughters of Liberty boycotted importers.
37 Fifty-one women in Edenton.

North Carolina,

38 vowed not to drink one sip of t e a .
39 The m o r e the Americans resisted,
40 the tougher the English got,
41 and soon a rebellion became a revolution.
42 Not all Americans fought the English;
43 some remained loyal to British rule.
44 Tbese Tories or Loyalists opposed rebellion,
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45 and every state passed at least one law
46 making their beliefs a crime.
47 Zealous patriots demanded that these "pernicious weeds"
be rooted out.
46 Loyalists lost their homes and businesses,
49 suffered assault and s l a n d e r .
50 The freedoms the patriots demanded for themselves
51 — free speech,
52 trial b y jury—
53 they denied t o the Loyalists.
54 As ma n y as 100,000 fled to Britain or Canada to escape
hanging,
55

tar and feathers,

56 and imprisonment.
57 "There will scarcely be a village in England
56 w i t hout some American dust in it
59 by the time we are all at rest,"
60 one exiled American sadly wrote in his diary.
61

When George Washington,

62 the seasoned campaigner,
63 took c o m m a n d ,
64 all h e had for an army was a few thousand untrained
militiamen
65 w h o m i g h t desert on the first warm day
66 to go h o m e and plant their crops.
67 He discouragingly reported
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66 to the Continental Congress that he didn't know If he had
one army,
69 or thirteen armies.
7Cl Sometimes h e h a d none.
71

War in the colonies was like a game of c h e s s #

72 each army advancing and retreating#
73 fighting only when certain of victory.
74 Neither side could afford to lose a man.
75 British commanders complained that "the Americans will
not stand and f i g h t . ”
76 They kept popping up and down like jack-in-the-boxes to
fight
77 and run#
78 then fight again.
79

This skulking war baffled the British Boldier.

60 Schooled in shoulder-to-shoulder fighting#
81 the British regular went into battle carrying an
ammunition box# musket with bayonet#
82 extra clothes#
83 blanket#
84 food#
85 canteen#
86 and part of a tent.
87 When an infantryman charged a fleeing colonist,
86 h e packed at least 125 pounds of gear.
89

During the eight-year war

90 some 6#000 Americans died in pitched battles.
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91 but m a n y more died of sickness—
92 typhoid fever,
93 yellow fever,
94 typhus,
95 and smallpox.
96 Others died because they marched barefoot in the snow
97 and slept under blankets “thin enough to shoot straws
through"
98 and ate beef and bread
99 "nearly hard enough for musket flints."
100

Worthless paper money flooded the marketplace

101 and prices soared.
102 British blockades cut off supplies of sugar and molasses
103 while British armies intercepted shipments of wheat
flour.
104 Faced with the daily task of finding food to eat
105 and the grim possibility of death for their soldiers,
106 women wasted little time on grand ideas about
independence and democracy;
107 they were too busy trying to survive.
108

These were truly "the times that try men's souls,"

109 but the war finally ended a* Yorktown in 1781.
110 American Cont i n e n t a ls,
111 clad in threadbare trousers and buckskin shirts,
112 stood proudly beside the glittering armies of France
113 to watch the British troops march out of their defenses
114 and lay down their arms*
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115 As General

Cornwallis surrendered his sword

116 the British bands prophetically played
117 "The World Turned Upside Down."
118 Indeed it was I
119 A backwoods rabble had routed the army of a king,
120 and the world would never be the same.
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